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FREEDOM OF SPEECH—FREEDOM OF THOUGHT
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
The editor/publisher of Liberty Bell does not necessarily agree with each and
bvery article In this magazine, nor does he subsalbe to all conclusions arrived at
by various writers; however, he does endeavor to permit the exposure of ideas
suppressed by the controlled news media of this country.
It Is, therefore, In the best tradition of America and of free men everywhere that
Liberty Be//strives to give free reign to Weas, for ultimately It Is Ideas which rule
the world and determine both the content and structure of our Western culture.
We believe that we can and will change our society for the better. We declare
our long-held view that no instltutton or government created by men, for men. Is
Inviolable, Incorruptible, and not subject to evolutton, change, or replacement by
the will of an Informed people.
To this we dedicate our lives and our work. No effort will be spared and no idea
will be allowed to go unexpressed If we think It will benefit the Thinking People,
not only ot America, but the entire world.
George P. DIetz, Editor

V

"A State which, in an epoch of racial adulteration, devotes itself
to the duty of preserving the best elements of its racial stock
must one day become ruler of the Earth."
Adolf Hitler,
(Me/n Kampf, James Murphy edition, P. 378)
Our last'issue (Nos. 33/34) surveyed various races, arguing for the identification and preservation of our own Nordic
or predominantly Nordic Race within the A r y a n racial assortment. That is one half of the subject matter of the great R of
Race, p a r t n e r i n g the other great R of Religion i n the V a n guard's alphabet of vital reform. The other half is the concern
to improve our racial stock by increasing the higher strains
and decreasing the lower strains and eliminating the defective strains. This is the field of eugenics to be dealt w i t h i n
this part of 'The Way Ahead "series.
Paper propositions of amelioration are plentiM imder Democracy. The best of proposals, however, depend on and are determined
by the quaKty of the people involved, both those applying the proposals and those to whom they are appUed They come to firustration, not
fiuition, if the human material is inadequate, as is characteristically
the case under Democracy. It is precisely the transcendent proposal of
breeding better people as the direct access to a better world which Democracy i n deference to its manipulators and clientele inevitably
and eternally excludes from all consideration.
EARLIER PARTS OF "THE WAY AHEAD" SERIES ARE STILL
AVAILABLE. Part One (GR 27) $2.50. Part Two (GR 28/29) $2.
50. Part Three (GR 30/31) $2. 50. Part Four (GR 33/34 $2. 50. All
post free. Make sure your collection is corrplete! Order from Colin
Jordan, Thorgarth, Greenhow Hill, Harrogate, HG3 5JQ, England.
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How illustrative it is of this perverse and minous outlook
of Democracy that its citizens are obliged to take a driving
test and to be hcensed to drive a car i n order to reduce the
risk to others, including the precious class of overlords,
whereas anyone, however deficient and degenerate and diseased, can freely, without let or hindrance, produce more of
hiskind, regardless of the cumulative harm to society over
subsequent time. The contradiction is immediately resolved
once it is taken into account that Democracy essentially depends on a low-grade humanJierd as the means and surety
for the undisturbed domination of the overlords. Hence sex,
the fountain-head of life, is reduced vmder it to a sensual pastime, massively commerciaHsed and deprived of all racial piirpose.
Thus this incubating agent for Communism is in its pose
to the public inevitably and eternally committed to the crite-

J rion of equality, to the arbiter of the head count, i n conflict
j with quahty as an objective. Finding its sustenance in the halI jucinogenic_yapours of_contemporary Christianity, it n o t ^ S y
• holds that all races are^equ^^and mixture commendable, but
\t all bipeds pronounced human, whether a genius like
Richard Wagner or Isaac Newton or Rembrandt or Michelan(' gelo, are hkewise to be equated i n civic evaluation. Accord• ingly for its propaganda purposes in flattering and charming
If
and retaining the support of the masses, Democracy makes
out it upholds and champions any and every depraved dolt
engaged not i n contributing to a flowering of human achievement, or even the steady fimctioning of ordinary society, but
? to the brutish procreation of even more dolts.
Great minds have not failed to reject the racially debasing
process of Democracy, and to voice the eugenic imperative
li
contrary to it. Alexis Carrel, 1912 Nobel Prize winner, on the
I
staflF of the Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research i n New
I
York for nearly 30 years, did so i n the following concise words
in his perceptive treatise, Man, the Unknown (Pehcan Books,
1943):- "Modem society must promote, by all possible means,
:
the formation of better human stock."- P. 277. "Modem nations will save themselves by developing the strong, not by
protecting the weaE"T^7'2"73r "It is imperative that social
I
classes should be synonymous with biological classes."- P. 273.
!
The botanist Luther Burbank did so expansively in the
following firank wo^s:- "WSTthe growing intelhgence of man
forever tolerate the wholesale production of the ever-lasting
proportion of idiots, morons, mongoloids, ijisane, criminal,
!
weak, destitute^ nervous, diseased halfmen. andwomen who
infestihs-.earth to their owiTsTOrow and disgrace and perhaps
the ultimate destruction of our present sfate'of civihzation?"
;
Oliver Wendell Holmes, distinguished judge of the Su(:
preme Court of the U . S . A , did so i n affirming i n 1927 the conj
stitutionahty of state laws for the sterihsation of the mentally
f
defective, when he declared:- "It is better for all the world if,
;
instead of waiting to execute degenerate ofispring for crime,
or to let them starve for their imbecility, society can prevent
those who are manifestly unfit firom continuing their kind."
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This is so because Democracy is. the virtual parent of
Communism in all essence in its ultimate implications and
full consequences. We have now reached the stage of metamorphosis in the West whereJbrmal Co.mrmvniRrn can seemingly withdraw because_of_the extent of its absorption by
advanced Democracy in the sythesis of (^omSLuTiapitalism,
With the covert Commmiism of Democracy, no less than with
the overt form, the materiahst enviroranent of the masses is
held to be the determinant of Man, not heredity.
The oracles of Democracy, the system which creates a debased human herd, argue that eugenics lowers humans to the
level of animals. Humans, they declare for the purpose of the
argument, are too high and mighty to breed 'like animals". To
this contorted contention the overpowering answer is that it is
precisely because humans are on a higher level than animals
that good breeding which is accepted and pursued in good animal management is that much more justified in good h\mian
management.

DEMOCRACY BASED ON
RACIAL DEBASEMENT
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EUGENICS IN SPARTA AND ROME
Eugenical action is no new concept of modem times. The
tiny Sparta of ancient times withstood and predominated over
far more numerous neighbours through the promotion of
quahty which prompted its people to leave defective children
out on the hillside to die. There we have a prospect certain to
send the slobbering Christian democrat of today into a paroxysm of remorse.
Marriage outside the Spartan folk commimity was forbidden. There were penalties for cehbacy and late marriage^ and
" ^ e n who fathered several children were exempt from various
obHgations. All such racial right practice gave rise to a society
ruled by devotion to duty and honovir and commuunity service, the features so flagrantly rejected by Democracy and so
vital for a resurgent Aryan society. Said the Greek philosopher Aristotle of the Spartan: "Such a man chooses to hve nobly for a year rather than to pass many years i n ordinary life,
and he will rather do one great and noble deed than many
small ones.'What a world apart from the ethos of Democracy,
centred on the feeding-trough and the constant thought of
' m a t ' s i n it for me?"
Ancient Rome, in the heyday of its pristine vigour, culled
Natiire's failures as did Sparta, The earhest, written, Roman,
legal code, the Law of the Twelve Tables, which was first set
down in writing about the middle of the fifth century B. C. but
was based on a much older, legal tradition, spe&&cally called
for the immediate destruction of any conspicuously defective
infani. Five centuries later, the Roman statesman, Lucius Annaeus Seneca (4 B.C. - 65 AD.) confirmed the continuation of
this far-reacliing, beneficial practice, writing "We drown the
weakling and the monstrosity. Itjs not passion ...but r.eason^.to
separate the useless from the fit."
The pm'suit of racial betterment has only i n recent decades become something condemned and prohibited, and this
in the wake of the victory of Democracy in alUance with formal Communism i n 1945. Given the name o f eugenics'Tay its
founding theorist, the distinguished scholar, Francis Galton,
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i n the second half of the last centuiy, itfloturishedin influence
for many decades prior to then. Byj^ieoutbreak of the First
World War, promotional societies were thnving JnTboth the
U . S . A and the U . K The first pubhc meeting of a Cambridge
(England) society was told by Prof Inge that, unless controls
hmited the reproduction of the urban proletariat, it"may cripple our civilisation as it destroyed ancient Rome." Leftists
were not then immune or antagonistic to the new thought:
Labour Party pioneers, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, who wrote
the syllabus for British sociahsm, expotinded their conviction
that the social theory of collectivism reqiured the state to ensure that only the fittest survived.

U.SA. PIONEERS STERILISATION
In modern-times it was the U.S.A. which preceded National-Sociahst Greiraany with eugenic legislation. As far back
as 1907 thejfodijiQaJegislature passed the first state sterilisation law, making sterilisation mandatory for confirmed criminals, idiots, imbedles and other institutionalised people when
deemed appropriate by an expert boEird. Thirty states had
sterilisation laws by 1931,- and by 1939 moreihan 30,000 people had been sterihsecl on eugenic groxmds.
With the National-Socialist attainment of power i n Germany, there came into being the first state i n the modern
world based on the bedrock of systematic, racial betterment,
pursuant to Adolf Hitler's dictum i n Mein Kampf: 'The Weltanschauung which bases the State on the racial idea must finally succeed i n bringing about a nobler era, i n which men
will no longer pay exclusive attention to breeding and rearing
jjedigree dogs and horses and^cats. but will endeavour to improve the breed of the human race itself." (P. 228, James MMCphy edition).
In July of the very first year of power, a law for the Prevention of Genetically Diseased Offspring required social
workers and nurses to report all apparently "genetically defective" individuals to the health authorities, so that a genetic
health court could decide whether they ought to be sterihsed
Liberty Bell / March 1997 — 5

because in the judgement of the court they suffered from genetic illness such as feeble-mindedness, genetic epilepsy,
schizophrenia, manic depressive insanity, genetic bhndnesss
or deafness, Htmtington's chorea or serious physical malformation.
;i«t32>
In November of the same first year a law against Dangerous Career Criminals allowed castration of sex offenders. ^

HITLER'S RAPID RACIAL REFORM
By early next year, 205 special eugenic coiuts were estabhshed, each consisting of a judge and 2 doctors, and with a series of Higher Hereditary Health Coiorts to deal with appeals.
One year later nearly 100,000 appUcations for sterilisation —
mostly by social workers on behalf of their cHents — had been
forwarded to the courts, and almost 56,200 operations had
been carried out. (These facts from Mothers in the Fatherland^
by Claudia Koonz.)
The law for 'Preservationfi'omHereditarily Diseased Posterity", enacted in July of 1935, provided for sterihsing individuals with specific hereditary diseases, and in October of
the same year the law relating to Matrimonial Hygiene prohibited marriage between persons with hereditary disease, requiring henceforth for marriage a medical certificate of
biologicalfitness.Couples were required to take a medical examination before marriage, and marriage was forbidden between those sufferingfrom,any genetical infirmity specified in
the July 1933 law.
According to Cesare Santoro's sympathetic survey, Hitler
Germany (Internationaler Verlag, Berhn, 1938), German statistics at the time showed that about 400,000 needed to be
sterilised, arisingfromthe following categories of hereditarily
transmitted diseases:- Congenital feeble-mindedness 200,000,
schizophrenia or dementia praecox 80,000, maniacal depressive dementia 20,000, epilepsy 60,000, chorea 600, congenital
deafness 16,000, congenital cecity 4,000, serious physical deformities 20,000, hereditary alcoholism 10,000. It has been estimated that about 400,000 were sterilised between 1934 and
6 — Liberiy
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1945.
Racial investigation and dissemination of racial knowledge abounded in the revolutionary New Germany of National-SodaHsm as never anj^where else before or afterwards.
By 1936 10 German imiversities had Racial Hygiene departments, and all the others taught Racial Hygiene i n their
medical faculties; and many racial hygiene institutes also existed. Grandfather of the awakening was Fritz Lenz, author of
Die Rasse also Weltprinzip (Munich, 1933). The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Genetics and Eugenics had by the end of 1934 trained 1,100 physicians in"genetic
and racial care" and by 1940 had published a total of 569
scholarly works on racial hygiene and alliedfields.(Racial
Hygiene, Medicine Under the Nazis, Robert NJProctor^ Harvard University Press, 1988; Pages 41 & 42).
The Office of RacialToUcy, between its foundation in 1934
and 1938, organised 64,000 pubHc meetings and seminars. It
acquired a staff of 3,600. Its journal, Neues Volk, attained editions of up to 300,000.
It may be noted in passing that under German NationalSocialism the health of the race, the betterment of the race,
was an all-embracing concept encompassing thought in advance of that prevalent then elsewhere, Such as the holistic
view ofthe whole man", natural methods of medical treatment, concern with the toxic effects of substances such as tobacco, heavy metals, asbestos and alcohol, and with the
importance of a diet rich in fruit and fibre and inclusive of
whole-grain bread. In 1935 Reich Physician's Leader, Gerhard Wagner, d^enqunced the modern world's white bre.ad.-Vand in a speech at the 1938 Nuremberg'Congress spoke out
for a diet of less meat and fats, morefinaitand vegetables, and .
more whole-grain bread. German medical journals in the / \
1930s warned against the ill effects of artificial colourings and
preservatives in foods and drinks. Adolf Hitler ga\4e 100,000
Reichsmarkfromhis own personal funds to the first Institute
for the Struggle against Tobacco, estabhshed at the University ofJenajnJ.2^^
In underlying conflict with the Christian conception of leLiberty Bell I March 1997 — 7

gitimacy, created by confonnity to that creed's ritual of marriage, was the eugerdcal one of National-Socialism, recognising illegitimacy only in procreation which was racially
detrimental. In similar imderlying conflict with Christianity
was the National-Socialist attitude to abortion, seen not as a
xmiversal evil in interference with the workings of the deity,
but as something abhorrent specij&cally when harmful to the
race, while acceptable and desirable when racially beneficial.
This brings to mention one of the most maligned features of
the race-based Germany of Adolf Hitler: the Lebensbom project.

LEBENSBORN:
A RACIAL WELFARE SERVICE
Ltuidly portrayed by the lying democratic propaganda as
some blend of brothel and stud farm, the Lebensbom maternity homes were absolutely nothing of the kind. Inaugurated
in 1935 to counter the appalling loss of racially valuable babies, there having been nearly a million abortions in Germany
the year before the National-Socialists came to power, thenstated aim was 'To care for racially and genetically valuable
mothers of whom it may be assmned, after careful investigation of their own family and that of the father, that they will
give birth to equally valuable children."
From the start they cared for mothers both married and
unmarried; and children both those rated "legitimate" and
those rated "illegitimate" in conventional parlance. They were
not limited to SS families. Only women already pregnant
were admitted. Men were only allowed to visit the homes on
special occasions, and no sexual contact was allowed in them,
A mother could opt to have a child adopted or to bring it up
herself If she chose the former, the greatest care was taken
with adoption. If she chose the latter, she received an allowance on leaving the home imtil able to manage for herself
At the other endfirompromoting the entry into the world
of racially desirable, new life was the issue of promoting the
exit from it of human monstrosities who otherwise cause an
8 — Liberty Bell / March 1997

immense drain on the resources of the commxmity. Here we
are talking of children born with gaps where facial organs
should have been, missing limbs, eyes which never open and
tongues which protrude grotesquely, heads larger than bodies
or as small as fists, open skulls in which part of the brain is
missing, and heads with eyes in dislocated positions; adults
who as long as they live have to be kept lying on sand or sawdustpbecause they perpetually soil themselves, even putting
their own excrement in their mouths as if it were food. According to Christianity, all such creatures are the precious'
creations of the deity who gives them Efe and appoints theiF
death, and hence are to be preservedrat~^jrpsg"lyBich must
distinguish that deity as aiTabomination afso.^For NationalSocialism the kind necessity is to put such errors of Nature
out of their misery painlessly and promptly. Hence NationalSocialist Germany introduced a euthanasia programme
which is reckoned to have rid the country of some 70,000 such
creatures.

ARE THEY HUMAN?
Before precipitately succumbing to the frantic pangs of
Christian revulsion at the first sound of a suggestion of such a
programme, face up to and tally the cost and the cruelty of
prolonging the life of such creatures who cannot properly be
called "human'1 True kindness conjoined to racial responsibility justifies and demands their elimination as part of the
stem measures which have to be pursued to save the race. As
Friedrich Nietzsche put it: "What causes more suffering in the
world than the stupidity of the compassionate?".
The^erman pubhc was enlightened as to the dire menace
of hereditary defect and disease through a series offilmsin
the cinema, produced by the Racial and Pohtical Office, beginning with "Siinden der Vater (Sins of the Fathers) and "Abseits vom Wege" (Off the Path) in 1935, and continuing with
"Erbkrank" (Hereditarily 111) in 1936, and "Alles Leben ist
Kampf' (All Life is Struggle) and "Opfer der Vergangenheit"
(Victims of the Past) in 1937.
LIbeny Bell I March 1997—9

All this imique work for racial betterment was brought to
a halt and reversed in the outcome of the great war for Democracy, 1939-1945. Its victory brgught in the present dark
age of racial downfall Under it in Britain today welfare beneEts~are accorded for^ffspring regardless of their inferiority
and defectiveness, and that of their parents; and the Health
Service and Social Services call out constantly for more and
more money to cope with the consequences of hereditary defects. Britain's vaianted 'Welfare State" is in fact its Woeful
State in its dysgenic features and effects, dedicated to the care
and promotion of the lower and lowest levels of hfe in preference to and at the expense of the higher order of humanity.
According to a smrvey in the London Independent (6 January
1994), "A rmlHon people in Britain are members of families affected by genetic disorders and 15,000 babies are bom each
year with significant inherited disabilities." "Scientists have
des^bed more than 5^00 inherited disoi^^ caused by single gene defects."
Over 30 years ago. Her Majesty's Stationery Office report,
"A Census of Patients in Psychiatric Beds", revealed that on
census night, 31 December, 1963, there were 195^(811_people
on the books of psychiatric hospitals and units of whom
135,831 were in mental illness accomodation and_59^980Jii
that for subnonft§lity.(London Daily Telegraph, 5 May, 1967).
Evidently not satisfied with the numbers, a BBC Radio 4 programme in December, 1982, deplored the lack of sexual opportunities for the mentally handicapped, seeing it as an
awful restriction that they lacked the fullest opportunity to
produce more and more of their kind to the peril of the pubhc
purse and the health of the nation.

HEREDITARY DISEASES AND DEFECTS
One hereditary disease of the brain is Himtington's chorea, distinguished by speech disturbances, mental deterioration and uncontrollable movements, ending in total
incapacitation and death, and for which there is no successfiil
treatment. There were 6,000 in the U.K. with this disease
10 — Liberty Bell / March 1997

previous to 1979 who had by that date by democraticrightof
procreation brought into the world 30,000 d^ildreja ^ grandchildren similarly afflicted, and"tEFproliferation has proceeded apace since then.
Down's syndrome is far and away the commonest form of
congenital mental deficiency. Another hereditary disease is
Friedreich's ataxia, characterised by a hardening of the spinal
column, swaying and paralysis. As far back as 1979,1,000 babies were being bom each year with this disease. Another is
Homocystiniu-ia, an inherited biochemical disorder whose
clinical signs include mental retardation, thrombosis, and a
weakening of the wall of the big arteries to the extent that
they sometimes burst.
Along with spinabifidat muscular dystrophy and cystic fibrosis, there is a severe combined immune deficiency whereby
a child is programmed by genes inheritedfiromits parents to
have no immunity to disease, so that it diesfi:omthefirstinfection. There is also Lesch-Nyhan syndrome which affects
only boys, causing spasticity ofTHelimbs, involuntary movements, gross mental retardation and a bizarre compulsion to
self-mutilation.
One could continue with the catalogue of congenital defects and diseases which deny a person a proper life, yet
which are preserved and patronised under the system of racial decline and death known as Democracy. The British
Medical Association voiced the mentality of this sinister system in a pronouncement relating to a court case concerning
whether a 17-year-old girl with a mental age of 5 should "as a
last resort" be sterilised specifcally because she'could not cope
with pregnancy and childbirth, and for no other reason. It laid
down that 'There should never be the slightest suggestion
that sterilisation is being carried out for 'eugenic' reasons,
that is to prevent the birth of another mentally handicapped
child." (London Daily Telegraph, 17 March, 1987).
Jews may consider themselves divinely selected, but their
Jehovah has not chosen to render them immune to hereditary
diseases, including some peculiar to them. Aslikenazi Jews,
who are those fi-om Eastern Europe and who make up the
Liberty Bell / March 1997— 11

majority of world Jewry, are ethnically unique i n being subject to the incurable Tay Sachs disease, a genetic disorder
causing progressive destruction of the central nervous system.
Children afflicted with the disease usually die before they
reach four years of age.
Another hereditary disease of ethnic peculiarity is sickle
cell anaemia, an inherited disorder affecting the red blood
cells which assume a sickle shape instead of the normal
spherical shape, and which is peculiar to people of African,
Afro-Caribbean, Asian and Mediterranean origin, the lastnamed where a negroid racial infusion can be suspected. Its
symptoms range from weakness, swelling of hands and feet,
lowered resistance to infections, growth disturbance, enlarged
heart, enlarged liver and lymph glands, and impaired renal
function. There is no known cure.

JUKES AND THE SPREAD OF DEGENERACY
The appalling, ultimate cost to society of tolerating the
proliferation of degenerate stock was exemplified i n the record of the Jukes family presented i n Lothrop Stoddard's classic study, The Reuolt_a^ainst Civilisation (Chapman & Hall,
1922). OneTa'zy vagabond named Jukes, hving i n the U.S.A.
in the early 18th Century, had two sons who married five,degenerate sisters, resulting in six further generations by 1877
numbering about 1,200 persons distiaguished by idleness, viciousness, lewdness, pauperism, disease, idiocy, insanity and
criminahty.
The terrible fact is that the lower the human type, the
greater its reproductive achievement. Whn Stoddard's book
was written the Eugenics Record Office in the U.S.A considered that oyer 30% of the enJbireU. S. population carried some
form of mental defect. That was three-quarters of a centxury

agoTsolw^Eatof the percentage now?
The plague of civilisation Stoddard defined as the extirpation of the superior strains and the multiphcation of the inferior. "Late marriage, fewer children, and cehbacy combined to
thin the ranks of the successful, diminish the nximber of supe12 — Liberty Bell / March 1997

rior strains, and thus gradually impoverish the race." " Meanwhile, as the numbers of the superior diminished, the mxaibers of the inferior increase. No longer ruthlessly weeded by
natural selection, the inferior survived and multiphed." These
inferior elements Stoddard assessed as instinctively or consciously the enemies of civilisation.
On the hereditary factor i n the deHnquency plaguing contemporary society, J . Philippe Rushfon in i?ace. Evolution and
Behaviour (Transaction PubHshers, .U.S.A., 1995) reported:"In a study of delinquency among 530 adolescent twins by
Rowe and Osgood (1984), path analysis revealed not only that
antisocial behaviour was about 50 percent heritable, but that
the correlation of 0.56 between the deHnquency of an individual and the delinquency of his fi'iend was mediated genetically, that i s , that adolescents genetically disposed to
dehnquency were also genetically incHned to seek each other
out for friendship." - P. 82.
At the other end of the eugenic spectrum, Francis Galton,
the founder of the science, i n his Hereditary Genius (Julian
Friedman, London, 1978) examined 300 families containing
between them nearly 1,000 eminent men, 415 of whom he distinguished as illustrious. - P. 316. Concerning in this connection the notion that inbreeding is always damaging. Sir
Arthur Keith (A New Theory of Human Evolution, Watts &
Co., London, l948) clarified the matter on Page 143:- "All depends on the quahty of the genes assembled in a group pool: if
all are health-giving, then all will be well; but i f there be a
proportion, even a small proportion, of defective or recessive
genes, then repeated mating within a small isolated group
will speedily bring defective genes together, so damaging the
hfe of a group."

SHOCKLEY SPEAKS OUT
Concerning the genetic peril confronting us, Dr. William
Shockley, 1956 Nobel Prize winner, was outspoken despite a
contemporary enviromnent fiercely hostile to eugenics. In an
article i n the April 1981 issue o£Leaders magazdne, entitled
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"Intelligence in Trouble", he warned:- 'The effectiveness of human leadership will deteriorate on a worldwide basis by the
year 20(I0j3ecause of the action of dysgeni.(^,oii_their folloy/ers. Dysgerdcs is backward evolution.caused by the excessive
reproduction .of,ib.e genetic^j disadvantag.ed."
He proposed that low IQ people be paid for agreeing to be
sterilised, the rate being $1,000 for each IQ point below 100;
the expenditure being justified by the fact that each of these
payments might save taxpaye,rs as much as $250,000 through
not having to care for the mentally retarded offsprings of the
man's haisons. (Master Race,'Catrine Clay & Michael Leapman, Hodder & Stoughton, 1995).; '
'
' '
He was hot afraid to declare iii relation,to Blocks' always
scoring sbnie 15 points lower than Whites in IQ tests:- 'The
major deficit in Negro intellectual .perfdrihance miisi be primarily of hereditary origin and thiis'Relatively irrerhediab
by any practical improvements in the emar6ruhent."^i^ Arthur Jensen, Shockley's contemporary, reaiched the kindred
conclusion that heredity accounts for about'809^ offfiedifference in IQ between Blacks and Whites, likewise his coU'eaigue,
Hans Eysenck.
•"
/,

REPRESSING RESEARCH

/ " M ' • ' . ^ > . - , ' - ^ ^

All those' academics who have dared to highlight heredity
have been victims of persecution by the forces ihterii on repressing their researclh and its eugenic imphcatiphs. Eysenck
was^ assaulted^by invading Marxists while lecturing, at the
University of London, and he and Jensen had to have police
bodyguards for years. Philippe Riishton, a professor at the
Unive?sity of Western Ontario, became scheduled to be prosecuted by the Canadian Government for "hate crime", although
the prosecution failed because of lack of pursuit by the Minister of Justice: the "hate crime" being that his disclosure of the
results of his IQ and brain size studies had brought him to express the conclusion that racial equality is a non-existent figment of multiracial propaganda.
Another victim has been Edinburgh (Scotland) Uriiversity
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lecturer, ChristopherBrand, who in his book The g Factor —
General TnteUigmce'and its Implications (John WUey & Sons
Ltd, 1996) has coiurageously affirmed the dominant role of heredity in intelligence, and proclaimed Blacks to be less intelligent than Whites. '1 am perfectly proud to be a racist in the
scientific sense," he has told Student magazine in April, 1996.
Kgjpublishers have withdrawn the, bookfiromdistribution in
iresponse to intense preasureirem the tyrants of PoKtical Correctness.

DENIGRATING GENETIC MANAGEMENT
As part of the continuing campaign against eugenics, a
great effort is being made to turn people against anything
which can be termed "genetic engineering", seeking to
fidghten them off with Frankenstein imagery. Of course anything xmder the sun can be misused, but this ever-present and
imiversal possibility should not deter usfiromconsidering and
accepting the great good that can be obtained through genetic
management. The development of techniques whereby scientists can influence or control the characteristics passed fi-om
one generation to another may some day lead to the possibility of eliminating hereditary diseases and defects and deformities. It can also lead to the cultivation of genes resulting in
improved human faculties, and increase health all round. Research on human embryos could lead to the cure of cancer.
Standing in the way of such desirable progress are the cohorts of Christianicy such as those leaders of the faith who petitioned the U.S. Congress for a ban on research into genetic
management: an advocacy of obscurantism plunging us back
to pre-Galileo times, substituting superstitious ignorance for
knowledge. This was the attitude responsible for the April
1989 decision by the European Commimity's Research Commissioner to ban research into the genetic origins of disease
on "ethical" groimds, and which incurred the following caustic
comment:- "A ban on human embryo research will condemn
future generations to suffer 4^000 inherited diseases which
could be eliminated if scientific work is allowed to continue.
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says a report published today. About 14,00pj^bies-a. year are
born with diseases which could'BeHetected by embryo screening, claims the Interim Licensing Authority." {Daily Telegraph, London, 28 November, 1989.
In the first few weeks of pregnancy, foetal cells can be extracted and examined and defects discovered, and a defective
child aborted. Beyond this, embryonic biopsy is the name for a
screening whereby eggs are taken from the mother and fertilised in vitro, grown to 8 or 16 cells, a cell taken off each embyro and developed ^s rapidly as possible, and then only
disease-free embryos are put back into the mother. Said Instauration magazine (U.S.A, June, 1986):- Ttestroyingembyros~that~cbntain genes that cause hereditary diseases and
defects would be the greatest boon to human development
and progress since Homo Sapiens evolved from Homo Erectus. What a deflationary boon for health care, the spiraling
costs of which are now threatening to bankrupt many Westem nations!"

COMMITMENT TO BETTER THE BREED
As indicated i n opening the subject, and here stressed in
coming to a close on it, what we Aryans desperatelyjxae,d^is
better people, not better plans for existing people. Eugenics,
put into pubhc practice as the selective control of procreation
to uplift the breed by eliminating the inferior and defective,
and promoting the sup_erior_an_d faultless, is the greatest conceivable means for human improvement, infinitely more eflScacious than any grandiose policies dependent on and spoilt
by the poor quality of persons involved. Yet this super-highway to super-humanity is today under Democracy wholly a
maligned and disregarded route.
As also said before but also here deserving repetition in
conclusion, this is so because of Democracy's underlay of
Christianity, that great obfuscation embracing the behef that
the giving and taking of hfe is the exclusive prerogative of a
deity who fathers and cherishes a l l human beings as his
handiwork, regardless of their condition. Persons committed
16—
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to this dismal dogma will never prove reHable for the full requirements of the racial struggle i n all its rigour. Up to a
point they may contrive to reconcile the irreconcilable, but
sooner or later they wHl reach a point where they back oflE" in
dismay, stopping short of what is necessary, and retreating
into the comforting cocoon of their delusions.
Electioneering is also to be seen, like Christianity, as always a bypass to racial betterment, and never a route to it;
being ajforlorn commitment to the corrupting pastures of_
compromise. This is so because the process of electioneering is
to make the body concerned palatable to the great mass of the
pubhc, while that great mass incorporates all the inferior and
defective elements who need to be acted against, and accordingly can be depended on fiiercely to oppose eugenical measures affecting them which w i l l only be introduced and
enforced against their will, and never by their mandate.
Hence the inevitable price of fighting elections is stviltifying and emasculatingjnhibition which becomes Habitual,
Electioneering has to begin with self-imposed censorship, preventing the presentation of so much that is essential. It has to
continue in the cast ofcompromise, constituting conversion to
the desires of the lauded, common herd. It has to end, i f this
prostitution does bring enough votes, in the abandonment of
principles, i n the attainment of a powerless power i n thatconditioned by compromise, brought to power by compromise,
that custom'of compromise causes power to be spent i n the
avoidance of doing what is essential.
Thus the right route to racial betterment is not through
the nullifying wilderness of electioneering, seeking popularity
in the cause of illusory, ballot box success, but through methodical progression to the seizure of power by feasible methods to be examined later i n this series. Meanwhile, members
of the Vanguard can here and now positively pursue real, racial betterment by carefully investigating and wisely selecting
a person of high-quality stock to mate with, just as they can in
a variety of other ways attain now in microcosm the future
New Order,
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(The next part in 'The Way Ahead" series will fully examine electioneering)
A ^

RESEARCH CONFIRMS RACES DIFFER.
"Recently-released results of research done by a team of
geneticists from Emory University reveal that the races of
Man have distinctive types of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid).
DNA is a molecular material found in the chromosomes that
carry the hereditary in formation which determines the
make-up of aU the cells of the body." The Nationalist (U.S. A.,
July, 1988).
AUTOLOGOUS BLOOD TRANSFUSION. Mention was
made in our last issue of objec tions to blood mixture in conventional blood transfusion. Beyond them is the danger of
contracting Hepatitis C, the blood-borne virus that can progressively destroy the hver; or AIDS, even though screening is
now supposed to be so efficient. However, apart from this, it is
now becoming evident that patients do much better with their
own blood, as they avoid what is called 'immune modulation"
whereby a patient's immune system is down^rated through a
transfosion of someone else's blood. This is a situation where
the_body's blood cells react jojbhe new cells transfused as
strangers, and bacteria are able to enter in consequence.
Self-supply of151ood~nraavance'of an operation requirmg a
transfusion has been subject to snags such as patients sometimes being too weak or ill to provide the blood, or not providing enough. Now a new scheme called "Intraoperative
Salvage" has been devised whereby patients are connected
during smrgery to a machine which collects blood lost through
the operation, cleans it, stores it, and can retiim it to the patient within minutes if reqixired. "Intraoperative Salvage" has
now become available at over 26Tiospitals, conserving blood
and eliminating risk, and should be agitated for. There is an
Autologous Blood Transfusion Education Centre, Sorin
Biomedica UK, Holmbush Estate, Mdhurst, West Sussex,
GU29 9HX.
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OPERATIONAL CHECKING. A reader i n Germany,
faced with a hip operation, and intent on ensuring that her
own, pre-donated blood was in fact used for a conventional
transfusion, insisted on a local anaesthetic so that she could
watch during the operation that the blood did in fact come
from her marked blood bag.
CONQUERING BRITAIN BY BIRTH RATE. "Britain's
ethnic minority population grew at a rate 40 times faster than
the white majority in the 10 years to 1991, according to figures published by the Government yesterday." (Daily Telegraph (London, 6 September, 1996).
-Cc

^

WE ARE NOW ON THE INTERNET. Thanks to a very
helpful reader who has a site, our book, Merrie England 2,000
is now on the Internet at http^/ds. dial, pipex. com/town/place/
oa 12/ and with an E-Mail address of a Jordan @ dial, pipex^
com. We are most grateful to S. K , this provider. Please help
sales of this book, which is the answer to all the hullabaloo
about thejnillenium! 10 copies for only $7.00 postfree.Send
loday!
^

-Cc

PUBLICATION FURTHER DELAYED BY ILLNESS.
This issue, late as it was for other reasons, was imder preparation for publication just before yuletide (and accordingly
marked; as it is, "December 1996") when illness, including a
bout of heart failure, hit your editor — who is now recovering
causing further delay while he was obHged to rest.
Many readers have very kindly sent yuletide cards which
are much appreciated, and it was the editor's intention either
to reciprocate or at least acknowledge when sending out this
issue in time for yuletide. Now, however, it is too late to send
out any cards, so he can only here acknowledge those sent,
and most sincerely thank the senders.
Your 73-year-old editor has the firm intention of continuing the goodfight,which alone gives meaning to Kfe, by way
of Gothic Ripples and his other writings for as long as he is
physically able, and hopes this will prove a long way ahead,
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as he has so much lie wants to do, but in view of the heart
trouble it is probably wise to anticipate the possibility that at
any time life may be cut short, and therefore to take this opportxmity of expressing thanks to all of you for your support,
and most of all to those particular people who over the years
have sustained and encouraged him with their repeated, generous donations. These special people, whose loyalty and assistance have been such a wonderful and memorable stimvdus
to H m in his work, include M . H.E, K M . , R.M., W. W., J.M.
and A.W. His heart-felt gratitude goes out to them with this
issue.
-Cc

CLOSURE 1997. Please do not send letters and orders to
arrive during April and May 1997, as these cannot be dealt
with until afterwards. Thank you.
From Gothic Ripples, No. 35, December 1996
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THE DESCENSION OF MAN
A n Essay by
Richard C. Bentinck, M.D.

"Human beings are absurdly easy
to indoctrinate. They seek it."
-Edward O. Wilson,
Sociobiology: The New Synthesis,

Harvard University Press, 1982.
The diminishing numbers of mankind among the enormous redundancy of hairless bipedal hybrids infesting earth are in serious
trouble. While a few perceive the manifestation and are concerned,
almost none any longer perceive the root cause. We are deliberately deceived about our origins, misled about our place in Nature
and blinded to our future. This is a part of a conspiracy which began long ago. We are slated for extinction.
In 1859, Charles Darwin published his Origin of Species i n
which he proposed his ideas on the differentiation of species
gleaned from his position as a Naturalist aboard H.M.S. Beagle
during its circumnavigation of the globe. A.R. Wallace, who stayed
at home, had submitted almost identical ideas in 1858 and it was
he who first suggested the additional idea of natural selection.
Though there was never any enmity between the two, it seems a
little unfair that these ideas came to be known only as 'T)arwin's
Theory of Evolution".
In opposition to "creationism", the theory of evolution is based
on the recognition that living things change from one generation to
the next. Sexual reproduction prohibits cloning; a child cannot be
identical to either parent. Changes that are beneficial to the survival and reproduction of an organism result in increased numbers
of the strain carrying the beneficial, genetic mutation through
"natural selection" and "survival of the fittest". This favored strain,
then, is better adapted to its environment and better fitted to survive to reproductive age than its weaker siblings who fall by the
wayside. In this manner, the theory claims, over geologic time sufficient favorable mutations may accumulate in multiple generations such that the parent organism is no longer recognizable in
descendant generations. And, so the Darwinian theory goes, a new
species has been formed—and the process continues ad infinitum.
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The genetic component of the creatures at the apex of any lineage will, according to theory, show the greatest divergence from
their progenitor. This is logical. Since life on earth is based on essentially identical chemical and physical reactions of energy and
form, all living things are more alike than disparate. It is but a
short step, then, to a doctrine that all living things must trace
their origin to one or more accidents in the primoTdi^^_§oup„tJbrgeplusJ)illionyBars^o, If this is accepted as being true, each of the
artfully clesignated categories of Nature called "species" by man,
must trace its ancestry in an unbroken stream of evolution flowing
back through an almost infinite series of bunched characteristics
barely discernible, one from the other, to a group of organisms that
seem, perhaps only because of fatigue of the classifier, to constitute the "founder" of the species. The founder is the founder of this
particular species because his characteristics, physical or chemical,
differ less in series from his offspring than they do from the next
most similar animal that seems to have been in existence longer.
Thus the "tree of evolution" is built. This sort of classification is
useful and necessary to the way we think, but it is still artificial
and not necessarily the way Nature 'thinks'.
The sciences of anthropology, archaeology and microbiological
genetics declare that the origins of modern man are traceable back
to the chimpanzee, our nearest "relative". All this supposedly came
about through a series of steps up a ladder of progenitors to our
present exalted position as the assumed possessor of the best brain
of the bunch. This assumption, for that is exactly what it is, that
all "hairless bipeds' are consanguineous and originated in Africa
appears to be imposed because the evidence does not support such
a conclusion. It is the time frame in which Darwin's theory has
been mis-applied to the origin of Homo sapiens, apparently in the
interest of being consistent with the present politically correct
dogma, that contradicts the evidence. Perhaps such an imposition
of an invalid conclusion might be understood in the interest of'political correctness' since, at one stroke, it makes all hairless bipeds
'brothers under the skin' as Homo sapiens. This perversion of Darwinism is not upheld by the evidence. However, in academia, to
disbelieve a 'politically correct' accepted explanation of a phenomenon is heresy. Heresy jeopardizes funding by government and private foundations. The penalty is professional death.
Back about four million years ago, the happy chattering of
chimpanzees was interrupted by the sudden appearance, geologically speaking, of a new addition to the African landscape. This
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brainier creature had a cranial capacity Of ,around^500_cubic centimeters compared to the chimps with a brain of only ^approximately
,250 cubic centimeters. He was the first of the Australopitbecines
(southern apes) whose fossilized hones have been found in the Rift
Valley highlands of eastern Africa. Over a httle more than a million years, perhaps., there were a number of Australopithecines
such as A. afarensis (slender Ausbralopithecine),, A. Africanus
(small and slight) and A. Robustus. The Australopithecines differed primarily in physical habitus but were similar in the ,archit e c t u r j B and capacity of the sk.ull.
Just as suddenly about two-and-a-half million^years ago, while
the Australopithecines were'still on stage.^a new creature appeared. Jlis cranial capacity of about 750 cubic centimeters and a
somewhat facile use of tools tended to' differentiate him from the
less brainy, apelike forebears. 'First designated a "pithecanthropiixe" (apeman), riocently h e was honored with;th.e title of
TIoTOo" S.0 that h e could b e considered .one of u s . H,e was borderline, but given the benefit of doubt, he proudly bore the posthumous title of "Homo'Habilis",
'
After wandering the Rift Valley forabout a million years,
"Homo" Habilis disappeared also but not before he was disturbed,
perhaps even frightened, b y the sudden appearance of a quite formidable creature l;^J2lIli2H.y£^t? J © - '^^^^ creature was first
known as Pithecanthropus Erectus becauseiof the, similarity of the
bones he l e f t behind to those of the apes. He is considered to have
fully descended frorh the trees and to haverspfent all his time upright except when sleeping. Recently he also was voted into the
fraternity of man as "Homo" erectus, more clearly a political than
an anthropological decision, because his cranial capacity of IQQdip
12Q.0 cubic centimeters was a little larger than that of the pure
Congoids whose promotion had preceded his.
, '
"•
The gradual changes in form as postulated b y Darwinian evolution were not found inHomo Erectus any more.than they had in
^omo" Habilis or the Australopithecines. For over a million years
until'about 500,000 years ago,'"Homo" Erectus existedwith nosignificant change inihis fossil remains. He remained'identifiable as
the same species throughout this period during which the earth
had undergone cataclysmic changes. . •
.,
And then, as the accepted paradigm would have it, at some
disputed point'in the past as long ago as 750.Q0flL.vears or as recently as BSjOOO tp'40,0flQ_years ago, Homo sapiens spranginto b e ing./Literally; heihad tohave leapt an^immense evolutionary gap
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all at once. From our postulated forebear with a brain of only
about 1200 cubic centimeters maximum and virtually no development of the allimportant frontal lobes, protruding mouth parts
(prognathism), no vocal apparatus functionally capable of rriodulated speech, and no chin after a million years of changeless'monotony, he suddenly, like the fairy prince, changed into a fully
modern human being. ^
' •
•
^ ~~
In order to fit this scenario, profound changes particularly in
and about his head had to have occurred. His skull had to become
larger and thinner and modified in its shape with a high forehead
allowing for a larger brain averaging 1450 cubic centimeters^disappearance of the heavy brow ridges, prognathism had to disappear and he had to develop a chin. But above all, the character of
his brain had to change. The frontal lobes, allimportant to the abstract and creative thinking necessary to the development of a civilization, had to appear as a functional attribute. This enlarged
brain had to becorrie more convoluted with consequent quadrupling of the area, volume and neuronal.density of the allimportant
cerebral cortex. This all required an increasied blood supply as evidenced by vascular indentations in the interior of the skull. In
short, to our brain and particularly to the frontal lobes, we owe our
civilization, our inventiveness and our future.^ Without the frontal
lobes of an advanced brain, no matter how enormous the rest of
the brain might become, such creatures would be nothing more
than ingenious chimps with a vocal apparatus anda mean streak.
It couldjTiake^all kuids^
but it would make no sense, ft
woulcCbe, as we see and hear so often now, mere primitive vicious
and vile nonsense.
,
All these presumed forebears, clearly delineated by immutable
fossilized characteristics—and by the artefacts of living that oflen
accompany them—presented_a profound embarrassment to tho_se
who want to.linkus_all togather^jn one greateverevolving family
pfoceeBTng gradually to some socialistic Utopia of secure en"slavement. Classical Darwinism could not explain the great gaps! They
even renamed Pithecanthropus erectus (apeman) as Homo erectus
in the forloiTijTi^ie tha^semanjicsjmight somehow erase this barnerjjetween theory^andj;ealv^ The gaps just would not go away
no matter h6N\nn3ustriously the archaeological digs were dug. The
gulf between the chimpanzee, the Australopithecines, "Homo"habilis, "Homo" erectus and the real Homo sapiensjs_stillthere. There
are no intermediary forms as required by the gradualism required
by true Darwinian evolution.."Gradualism" simply does not exist!
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A t first, the obvious excuses for the failure of classical Darwinism were made, "The transitional fossils aj-e there. We just haven't
found them yet." So, they dug and dug and dug som,e more. No
transitional forms have been found. Darwin's theory seemed done
for and with its demise would go that longtreasured plan to link all
hairless bipeds into a single "brotherhood" called man.
This was a critical point for the continued existence of Darwin's idea as a scientifically valid 'theory of evolution' as applied to
man. Any theory in order to have scientific validity, arnong other
considerations, must be capable of disproof. A s applied to man, the
'theory* stood in limbo. It could be proved by demonstrating graduallyevolved links between the chimps^ the various presumed progenitors of man and man himself. It could be disproved only by
proving that such intermediary forms did not exist. But this is impossible! It is manifestly impossible to prove a negative. As such,
then, and at this juncture, Darwin's theory of evolution had no validity as a scientific statement insofar as the origins of mankind
was concerned. It was simply somebody's idea that could not warrant further scientific consideration or expenditure of funds in the
pursuit of something neither provable nor unprovable.
In 1954, Ernst Mayr (1) found an ingenious solution to the dilemma. It was called"punctuational evolution". Received at first
with skepticism, he reasserted his idea in his book. Animal Species
and Evolution, in 1963 when it aided his move to Harvard as one
of the leading evolutionists of the century. Somewhere, his idea
must have struck a chord. Not until the 1970's when two noted pialeontologists, Niles Eldredge of the American iMuseum of NatliT>al
History and Stephen Jay Goiild, also of Harvard and probably despairing of evidence to support what had been'-accepted as bhe'
proper interpretation of Darwin's theory, urged officiaVrecognitiort
of Mayr's idea. (2) It is now an essential component of the acaderriically fundable paradigm. The International Bafikers approved. ' '
Tunctuated Equilibrium" postulates that the course of evolution is not one of gradual change ("gradualism"). Rather, it postu-^
lateS that a species can exist for long periods without significant
change until mutations produce occasional jumps in the charatteristies of the parent genus large enough to originate a new species. It is held to be more likely to occur in smaller, isolated groups
rather than" in the enormous interacting populations of today. The
idea is not universally supported by paleontologists. It is sometimes referred to as "evolution by j^rks".
• '
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tuated equilibrium" as applied. I'he physiochemical and behavioral
characteristics that shape every individual as well as his species
are determined by his genes—his genetic makeup. Each gene is
made up of thousands of basepairs of organic acids (nucleotides)
each of which determine the form of a specific protein necessary
for the form and fact of the living being. Long strings of genes form
the chromosomes which are present in every cell of our body.
Genes are subject to mutation. This means that one or more of
the hundreds of thousands of basepairs that make up a gene are
changed. In Nature, this is a random process. The agents that
cause such changes are called "mutagens" and are largely unknown but include such agents as radiation, various chemicals and
viruses; When a gene mutates, the protein it was coded to model is
changed. Since form and figure are believed to derive from the configuration of the extremely complex large molecules called proteins, the influence of a new and different protein among the
untold multitude that comprise our bodies may be profound. A l most all mutations are harmful. The carrier is either spontaneously aborted, dies sooner after birth than would be normal or fails
life's contest in some other manner.
Once in a while, a mutation is favorable and the carrier has
been given some sort of slight, oflen invisible advantage in life. It
might be so unnoticeable as just a few days longer reproductive life
than his or her contemporaries. This might be just enough time for
one additional pregnancy. If that progeny carried the same trait as
a dominant, the trait would be manifested in his or her offspring
regardless of whether or not his or her mate carried the genetic
equivalent. And there are further complications such as 'penetrance', associated unfavorable combinations, convergence, genetic
drift and others to the gradual establishment of even an almost insignificant trait in a population. If it is possible to create a new
mammalian species by this method,.an enormous number of favorable mutations would have to be accumulated in a population over
a period of time.
In real life, the prospects for "punctuated equilibrium" do not
look nearly that good. For example, to change from "Homo" erectus
to Homo sapiens, the brain would have to increase in volume by almost 50% along with monumental skull, jaw, tooth and body
changes. Even though the percentage difference in the nuclear
genome between man and any of his presumed progenitors may be
less than two percent, the total number of basepairs, the mutable
element, represented in this small percentage is in the hundreds of
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thousands.
To make matters more unlikely to the point of virtual impossibility, the physical manifestation of whatever number of mutations
would be necessary to create a new species in order to demonstrate
the observed gap, would have to have been held in abeyance until
they all could be exercised virtually simultaneously! But it gets
worse.
It has been estimated that favorable genetic changes in order
to become established and persist in a species over time must involve populations of at least 500 breeding individuals. This means
that the requisite number of mutations of basepairs within the
genes.would have to occur consistently in at least 500 individuals.
The expression of each these mutated genes would then have to be
held in abeyance in each of these 500plus individuals over whatever time was required to accumulate sufficient genetic change for
the birth to each of the mothers of a baby so profoundly different
from his parents that he would constitute a new species. How
many mothers would suckle a creature so different from themselves?
For these reasons, the doctrine of "punctuated equilibrium" as
applied to the origin of Homo sapiens is an impossibility. It cannot
explain the lack of fossil evidence to support a link between man
and his presumed progenitors.
Nevertheless, the accepted doctrine remains locked in its logicti^ht^conipartmeT^ Tlie forces dedicated to the destruction of non~
hybrid man are enormous. Basking in the warmth of political
sanction and secure with an approved mechanism for the acceptable interpretation of data that was also viewed with favor by the
funding sources, academia pi-oceeded to attempt to extend and reinforce the official dogma with advanced microbiological techniques.
There are two sets of chromosomes in every cell: the nuclear
and the m i t o d i a i l d l i a l The nuclear chromosomes are retained
within the cell's nucleus and are derived half from each parent of
sexuallyreproducing organisms like us. Both the female ovum and
the male spermatozoon contain half the chromosomal makeup of
their contributor—that is, the mother and the father will each be
represented in the nuclear chromosomes of their offspring. A great
mixup of the maternalpaternal D N A takes place i n the fertilized
ovum. This makes the tracing of longterm lineages using nuclear
DNA extremely difficult and inexact.
That is where the mitochondrium enters the picture. The mitoLiberty Bell I March 1997 — 27

chondrium is a discrete little organelle in every cell. It is the cell's
energy factory. It contains only 37 genes (thousands of basepairs)
but uniquely, these are usually transmitted only from the mother
without paternal contribution. The spermatozoon also has a mitochondrium, but usually this is broken off and discarded along with
the tail during penetration of the ovum.
By manipulation of the genetic material of various types of
hairless bipeds, "molecular anthropology"—as this process has
been named—came up with the pseudoscientific conclusion that
modern "humans" arose as a completely original species between
lOO.QQQ^.and 200^p0,.years ago in Africa and only in Africa (3).
Dubbed "African Eve", this "original mother of us all" was
pounced upon with delight by the hybriddirected media. "Eve" with
her "Adam" were portrayed as highly hybridized cafeaulait mulattos holding hands in an African Eden on the cover of Time Magazine. A somewhat less attractive black, prognathous couple covered
with hair adorned the cover of Discover Magazine.
The joyous affair between the resurrected Eve and the elitedirected prostitutes of the media is understandable. This at once, if
not just another myth, defeated all those evil "racist" separatists
by establishing that we are allj^rothers under the skin", All of a
sudden, there could be no such thing as miscegenation. The multitude of differences between whites and blacks were gone in a^flash.
The interbreeding of whites and blacks was ifowlie rigeur. Holly<9%'^
could continue showing blacks and whites pawing and screw^1^^'"' ing each other ad nauseum. TheJIIuminati smiled covertly.
There a7*e many problems with the "Eve Hypotheses". It is
loaded with assumptions and requirements that are either on
shaky ground or totally in conflict with fact and with each other.
To begin with, another African presumed hominid, "Homo" erectus
had made his home throughout Europe, Australasia and East Africa long before the advent of Eve and her progeny. Supposedly
"Eve's" children, spurning his sexual advances or too fastidious to
rape his females, killed them all instead.
Since "Homo" erectus was a fairly rugged and competent beast
who may have coexisted with this proposed "Eve" in Africa and, if
so, perhaps some of his kind could have been part of her lineage,
this replacement theory seems farfetched. Besides nowhere in history has there been a lack of at least a few human animals who
would rape whatever they could catch or would submit sexually to
whatever. Even similar species are not a requirement of such couplings.
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The idea that this completely new species from Africa totnily
replaced indigenous 'liominid" populations all over the world cannot be supported. Fossil evidence shows that modern Chinese,
Australasians and Europeans each resemble their local predecessors with no sign of hybridization with archaic immigrants from
Africa at any time (4, 5). The fossil evidence, WolpofT and others
claim, indicates that modern man originated in several places
rather than one. So, among the experts, there is a large question of
the proposed relationship of modern man to this hypothetical "African Eve".
Tlie studies that created "Eve" and placed her birthplace in'Africa were reported by Cann, et al in Nature in 1987(3). A-fb'lloWup
extension and refinement was reported by Vigilant, et al in Science
in 1991 (6) and by Wilson and Cann in Scientific American in 1992
(7).
" ~ "
These and similar studies are based upon comparisons of maternal mitochondrial D N A (mtDNA) from five different geographic/"racial" populations: European (United States), African,
Australian (aboriginal), Asian and New Guinean. Sequence differences of the mtDNA samples were reported as percentages of divergence, one from the other and from the chimpanzee. It was
assumed that the less the divei-gence, the closer the ancestral'r&lationship. The method used in the first study to compare mtDNA's
and to root a phylogenetic tree was criticized in that the authors
gave no statistical justification for inferring an African origin..;The
genealogical tree was deemed to have been corrected in the sec6nd
study by relating the sequence differences found to those of the
chimpanzee, presumably our nearest treedwelling African-relative.
This is the socalled "outgroup method" which suggests, that some
may not be too happy with the assumed relationship.'He'isnotreally one of ' W .
Aside from those already mentioned, the researchers'hase
their procedure, results and conclusions upon even more assumptions, some, of which are highly questionable:
1.) Maternal mtDNA types in common indicate a genetic relationship of descension of the somatotype.
This need not be true and certainly is not always true. Each
codon in the D N A molecule codes for a specific.amino:acid or protein. All living things have in common some proteins as well .as
many of the amino acids of which proteins are composed. Thus it is
equally possible that identity merely represerits.,anrrfiBDNA'sequence that is .common to other living things or, alternatively, sim"
libert/^MeJI /iM!anch-^i397 —

ply due to chance.
2. ) The transmission of mitochondrial D N A is strictly maternal, unaltered by diffusion of other mtDNA.
Just as the maternal oocyte contains its mitochondrium, so
does the male spermatozoon. The male gamete's mitochondrium
contains D N A derived from a different female lineage unless the
mating is incestuous (son with daughter or his mother). The
sperm's mitochondrium lies at the junction of the tail with the
head. Ordinarily only the head of the sperm penetrates the oocyte
and the tail, along with the mitochondrium is discarded,
But Nature does not always work as we intend. It seems reasonable that once in a while the sperm's mtDNA might sneak into
the ovum along with the head and that some recombination of
DNA's might occur. This would add a random variable to complicate the claim that the mtDNA of the daughter cells is identical to
that of her mother.
3. ) The lineage of African mtDNA is unbroken.
The original article reporting this line of research, implied a
single "mother of us all", and called her "Eve". This was almost certainly done for publicity purposes as part of the agenda of the establishment. Such a unitary origin is manifestly impossible.
They forgot that maternal lineages die out when there is no
daughter to carry on. The estimated time required for all but one
hneage to disappear from a stable population is the length of a
generation in years multiplied by twice the size of the beginning
population. A single "Eve" would soon become the ancestress of
none.
Since a minimal population of 500 breeding individuals is considered necessary to establish a trait, this would have required at
least that many "Eve's". Moreover, the mtDNA of these "Eve's" had
to have differed from each other less than that of modern Africans
because differences are assumed to increase over time. A population of only 500 would have gone extinct'afler about 20,000 years,
assuming each generation time to be 20 years. If all this started
somewhere between 90,000 and 249,000 years ago, as the authors
variously suggest, a beginning population of between 2000 to 6000
would have been necessary in order that there would today be survivors. Numbers, however, may not be a problem since population
geneticists (8) have indicated that the African population at that
time may have been as large as 10,000. If this formula is correct,
we also must apply it to all those motherly chimpanzees five to
nine million years ago .who had to exist in order that we have
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chimps for medical research and entertainment today. Assuming a
conservative generation length for chimps of ten years, there
would have had to be between 250,000 and 450,000 of them.
That a large number of breeding females existing under conditions even more primitive than their progeny in Africa today
would have more homogeneity in their mtDNA stretches credulity.
4.) Tlie lineage of mtDNA is unbroken by diffusion and represents
strictly the founding population.
The authors, being highly "politically correct", indicate that,
while blacks may bear many nonAfrican nuclear genes, by implication their mtDNA is pure African because "—any nonAfrican genes
have been contributed by Caucasian males". However, blacks rape
white females 1000 times more often than a Caucasian male rapes
a black female. Similarly, voluntary miscegenation between a
white male and a black female is much more rare than is a sexual
relationship between a white female and a black male. In such
situations of miscegenation, the progeny.of a white female and a
black male will display easily identifiable negroid characteristics
such as skin, eye and black, kinky hair because of genetic dominance of these characteristics. Such progeny, even as a first generation hybrid, will be less likely to be acceptable to the white
community and more likely to breed with a black. Within two or
three generations, such hybrids will be physically, socially, and
most importantly, behaviorally indistinguishable from black Africans. This process has been going on for a long time. Such "miscegenated female" maternal m t D N A will thus appear among
modern groups designated as African arid skew the average sequence divergences closer to the nonAfrican. Accordingly, few if
any modernday "Africans", regardless of where they may be—and
particularly socalled "AfricanAmericans"-T-can be considered sufficiently "pure African" to base upon it an hypothesis on the origin of
all mankind.
5. ) A l l evolution of m t D N A proceeded to diverge linearly toward modern man.
.
' Obviously, this did not occur because there are profound differences between the various; types of hairless bipeds that presently
exist.
6. ) By implication, intergenerational incest does not occur.
Such a ridiculous implication is not acceptable for either the
modern chimpanzee or Homo sapiens. We are reminded almost
daily of its violation.
, ,
,
7. ) AH mitochondrial lineages "evolve" at the same rate. In
~

~
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otheT words, the rate of m t D N A mutation is a constant i n a l l
groups.
The authors base this assumption on their finding that "—^all
14 human sequences are nearly equidistant from the chimpanzee
sequences". In further support of this contention they point out
that since "chimpanzees commonly show as much as ten times the
genetic variation of human", this alone suggests that "all of modern humanity sprang from a relatively small stock of common ancestors". However, elsewhere in another context they point out
that the sequence differences are greater among Afi-icans than any
other group and that the African sequences are closer to the chimpanzee sequences than are the others. Following the same line of
reasoning but placing their findings in the same context, may this
hot suggest instead that they are two separate groups? Could we
be dealing with two separate species?
Furthermore, since non-Africans from North Africa, the Middle East, Asia and Europe to a lesser extent, have been present as
slavers and otherwise i n subSaharan Africa for thousands of
yea^rs, it would seem likely that there are few, if any, black Africans without some noriAfricanDNA in'their genome. This miscegenation at once would help account for the greater variability in
the African population as well as a closer apparent genetic relationship than otherwise might exist.
Mutations occur because of ontological error and external environmental influences such as radiation, toxins, diseases and the
cultural milieu including eugenics. The length of the-reproductive
life, the frequency of conception and the number of viable offspring
are also important in the assessment of any population and its relationship to others.
'
Considering the. primitive, violent and diseaseridden lifestyle
of even modernday Africans wherever they may be, one could reasonably expect a greater rate of mutation and divergence over time
of mitochondrial and nuclear D N A than in populations with advanced cultures.
, A l l these factors would tend to magnify the divergence of the
African group from the chimparaee and diminish the apparent difference from the other four groups.
Prom another approach, equal rates of mtDNA evolution simply do not hold. The shark, for example, apparently has changed
hardly at all in millions of years. And; closer to home, the fossils of
"Homo" erectus indicate virtually no change in the niillionandahalf
years df his existence. B u t all the variants of dogs have been
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"evolved" by "unnatural" human selection from the wolf in about •
twelve'thousand years.
' •,
:: ^ •. .
• . ,.
That ihtDNA "evolved" a:t a uhiforrh and constant rate seenis
no more than a hazardous giiess dfeed in hopeful support of a qiies^ '
tionable hyjiothesis. Could there be sotnethirig wrphg with the concept?
•
/
'
8:) The divergence of maternal m t D N A accumulates at between 2% to ^'^i'per million years.
This assumption is based upon the presumption that the lineage tftrough the Australopithecines, "Homo" habilis and "Homo"
erectus to modern Horrio sapiens broke off from the chinipanzee
lineage somewhere between five and nine million years ago plus
the assumption that all the other assumptions, conjectures, infer-'
ences and'irhplicatibns are vailid.
'
' ;
Then, calculatirig how much humans had diverged from each
other relative to h o m i i c h they Wad diverged, apparently on the
average, from'chiinpanzees, thb authors; iri their 1991'paper, arrived'kt a ratio of 1:25 (4), Thus human maternal mtDNA diverged
among the rriodern gi-6ups dnetwentyfifthofthiB'amount the group
average had diverged from the chimps fiv6 to nine million years
ago. This would mean that1;hiemddern hairless biped lineage began from M u l t i p l e "Eve's" somewhere between 200,000 and
360,000 years ago, considerable longer than estimated in the original paper tiarning "Eve".' Wiisoh'& Canri in the' article in the April,
1992; emonof'Scientifiti'ATiierican (7), prefer .the 26'0,000 figure.There was less differdhce between the rnatei-nal mtDNA of the'
African grd'&p and that of the chimpanzee' or, in the author's terminology, the assumption was made that the African group was
"more deeply robted". Since'percentage divergerice'already had
been related to time; this made the Africain group the oldest'and,'
since Africans and chimpanzees hail from Africa; the presumed
"Eve's", the mothers of us all; lived in Africa. ' '
If the numbers marking the hours ori the face of a clock were
in constant random motion and only the hands moved steadily, it
would be extremely difficiilt to tell the time. One could never navigate'an unknown sea by such a timepiece!
? .
9.) Each of the four non-African groups has multiple origins
due to multiple colonizations by diverse'genetic stock.
'New Guinea is considered the exemplar whose population the
authors consider to have been founded by many mothers whose
maternal lineages were most closely related to Asia. The multiple
linguistic variants among the Papuans'is considered confirmatory.
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O n the other haAd, based .on,their assumption t h a t ;they consider
Afriqa the source of all huTnan maternal m t D N A , they consider the
African group as a single cluster. T h i s i n spite of tlie fact that the
m t D N A diversity i s greater a m o n g the Africans t h a n a n y other
group and that Africa i s noted for numerous quasilanguages. T h i s
seems a bit like tilting the data to fit the hypothesis.
, B u t there i s a single crucial assumption w h i c h alone, i f not
true, collapses the entire structure- T h a t i s the hypothesis that a l l
hairless bipeds are related a n d are derived from a single presumably mutant stock i n Africa. It i s upon the slippery ground of this
assumption that their phylogenetic ''tree'' was grown.
. T h e data from each of these studies i s used to produce a "tree".
B y ; $ i t h e r "midpoint" rooting as i n the first study or by the "outgroup" method i n the second study, their "tree" h a s two p r i m a r y
branches. One primary brtinch i s composed entirely of six African
niEiternajl, m t D N A types while the other branch consists of a l l the
remaining mtDI^TA type? fouijd i n the other, four groups,.
C a n n , et a l , tied, the branches to the single postulated,trunk of
the tree by rnanipulating'the data to produce a tree of m i n i m u m
length.based on jts requirement of fewer point mutations. T h i s
"tree" was considered, statistically,more "parsimonio,us". The parsi^
mony. p r i n c i p l e requires t h a t d a t a be connected i n tlje simplest
possibleway.',
.
v , i. . ,
=
'
I n a c c o r d j v j t h the African,o.rigi.n hypothesis, Y i g i l a n t , et a l ,
pursued two different methods to graft the two disparate branches
to a common t r u n k . T h e firs^t called the " w i n n i n g sites ^method"
found that the A f r i c a n origin required fearer mutation,s th.an-did
an A s i a n root,.
•:• ,„
••,;;iSij-,o '
, •
. T h e i r second method looked for the "deepest.root"; A g a i n presiiming a single trunk for both branches andlool^ing, only .to determine \yhich of the five geographic groups, considered to be. y.elated,
was rooted most closely to,the chimpanze,eti;jee,foun^^^
the African cluster was the "deepest" by a significant factor, i , '
There i s one enormpus.problem with, these and similar studies
u s i n g th.e method? of "mp.lecular anthropplpgyl. W h i l e i t is,^^true
that "gene sequences are not shaped by theor^etical prejudices" as
noted by Wilson and C a n n , hypotheses are. There need be no error
i n the technical methodology. L i k e sp m a n y h u m a n endeavors, a
structure that appears magnificently a n d lggi(;ally.,true w i l l collapse i n t o a wreckage of lies i f close scrutiny shows.it ..to be foun(|ed
on a false premise.
k '
.v .
S u c h j.s the case i n these applications, of.the new, "molecular
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anthropology". Everything is based upon the hypothesis of a unity
of African origin. T h a t is, all hairless bipeds are assumed to have
evolved through the processes of natural selection from a strain of
apes i n the manner approved by the theory of Wallace as finetuned
by Charles D a r w i n almost 150 years ago.
The-magnificent work i n the laboratory of these modern "molecular anthropologists" created a "phylogenetic tree". M o s t significantly, they found that this "tree" has "two p r i m a r y branches". I f
one ignores the "African o r i g i n hypothesis" a n d looks at a l l the
data a n d at the d a t a only w i t h unprejudiced eyes, he discovers
t h a t these are n o t two branches of a single tree. T h e y are not
branches at all. They are two separate trees!
C a n n , et al, i n their study reported i n 1987 analyzed the m a ternal m t D N A of 145 persons and two cell lines for a total of 147
samples. These 147 samples from five different population groups
are described as follows: Group 1, 21 A u s t r a l i a n aborigines; Group
2, 46 Caucasians; Group 3, 26 N e w Guinean aborigines; Group 4,
34 Asians; a n d Group 5, 20 Africans including one "AfricanAmerican".
They found 135 different types of maternal m t D N A . O f these
types, 7 occurred i n more t h a n one i n d i v i d u a l , none appeared i n
more than one of the five groups and no individual h a d more than
one type. T h e 7 s h a r e d types o c c u r r e d o n l y a m o n g 3 of t h e 5
groups: they d i d not occur among either the A s i a n s or Africans
(Table I).
FIG. I DISTRIBUTION OP mtDNA B Y SHARED TYPE
Australia
Caucasian N e w Guinea
Asia
Africa
n=21
n=46
n=26
n=34
n=20
Type 1(2)*
Type 2 (3)
Type 3 (2)
Type 4 (2)
Type 5 (3)
Type 6 (3)
Type 7 (6)
* N u m b e r i n parenthesis i s the number of individuals sharing
the type
If these 5 groups were all derived from the same source, the
probability that this distribution of groups of random data would
have a v a l u e of zero, that none of these 7 types w o u l d be found
among either the A s i a n s or Africans, i s 7 chances i n ten million!
To make a n analogy, this means that i n a single barrel of apples,
there have to be some green and some r e d apples. Blindfolded, at
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random I took out of the barrel some apples and stopped to count.
I found that I had taken out of the barrel, 93 apples of which 21
were red. Blindfold back on, I continued taking apples out of a barrel, counting as I went along this time until I had another 54 apples. If this second pick of 54 apples had come out of the same
barrel, by chance I would have picked out 12 red apples. But there
were none! The chances of this happening as the result of random
choices out of the barrel are about 7 times out of ten million! That
means, impossible. Something had to be wrong. What happened?
Having been blindfolded, I had to have reached into another barrel
in which there were no red apples. The result can be explained
only in this way.
Excluding the Asian group, the chances that none of the African group would share none of the 7 shared types becomes two out
of 100. This suggests that the Asian individuals selected for this
group may have originated in southern Asia or the Philippines
where there is a likelihood of African admixture. In neither of
these studies did the author give any genealogical history of their
selectees.
Vigilant, et al, (1991), (6) studied mtDNA of 189 individuals
and identified 135 different mtDNA types which "—fall into 31
clusters that are exclusively African and 24 clusters that are exclusively nonAfrican". It was upon these figures, considered to be
based upon the African origin hypothesis which allowed them to be
related in kind, that they were able to base their "tree" in Africa.
But, if it is not assumed that all hairless bipeds originated in
Africa and the figures are examined without this prejudice, they
tell a different story. The data of Vigilant, et al, shows that there
were 135 different mtDNA types found among the 189 hairless bipeds of the same 5 groups. Of these 135 different mtDNA types, 31
are exclusively African and appear among 140 native Africans and
24 types are exclusively nonAfrican and appear among 49 individuals. Employing the same statistical method upon these figures
and letting the figures tell their own story, the probability that the
two clusters are related is 5 chances in a million! That is not a
good bet.
The data from the Vigilant study also showed that of the 135
different mtDNA types found in the 189 individuals, 16 types appeared more than once but only in the Africa and New Guinea
groups except in one AfricanAmerican. Of the 189 individuals,
there were 121 native Africans, 8 AfricanAmericans, 20 Papuans,
1 Australian Aborigine, 15 Europeans and 24 Asians.
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The 16 shared types appeared only among 68 individuals of
the 129 individuals of known African ancestry and the 20
Papuans, but not among any of the 39 European or Asian individuals. Applying the "apple barrel analogy" as before, but to these
different types of shared mtDNA, the probabihty that none of
these 16 shared types would appear among the groups of 15 Europeans and 24 Asians is 3.713! That is, 0.00000000000037 if these
groups are part of the same population with the same Afi-ican origin! In other words, the population of hairless bipeds which originated in Africa cannot be related to Europeans and Asians
grouped together! Further statistical support for this conclusion is
found in the "hypothesis test"(9).
Even if the Papuans, Australian Aborigines and Africans are
presumed to share the same origin, the probability that Europeans
and Asians are related is still only one chance in a hundred! And
this is without knowing anything of the genealogy of the individuals selected. In today's world, in some populations some individuals who pass casual inspection as either Caucasian or Asians
assuredly have some black ancestral admixture. If the selection
process is not carefully done in order to avoid this error, the results
will be skewed and the reality of different origins more strongly
confirmed.
This all means that based on these studies by the methods of
"molecular anthropology" the hypothesis of an African origin of all
hairless bipeds is false. It confirms that, while "gene sequences are
not shaped by theoretical prejudices", hypotheses and even theories may be. The "tree with two primary branches" turns out to be
two separate trees! Africans and nonAfricans are two separate
species based upon their origins.
Many paleontologists, archaeologists, and anthropologists disagree with the conclusions reached through '^molecular anthropology". Their quarrel is primarily with the time lines it proposes and
the assumption that some upstart emigraritlTxim Africa exterrtjinated and replaced all other"'T)ominid" populations everywhere ^s
?5°i^4'wKile ago^s 20Q,OWjsars. However, despite ifielRurdles
supposedly sufniounted by the doctrine of "punctuated equilibrium", professional academia remains properly tied to the umbilical cord of the chimpanzee as mother of us all justified, in their
opinion, by fossil evidence carefully selected to support the officiallyordered concept of Darwinianstyle evolution of species.
The professionals wish only to bury, ignore or change a few
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tual capabilities—and, perhaps, sexual derelictions—in order to be
able to bestow upon our alleged ancestors a less discriminating,
dumbeddown way of life. To the myth of the "brotherhood of man"
and other socialistic ideas, the possibihty of two separate trees
seeded and growing into saplings in different lands would be heresy. The N e w W o r l d ^ d e r , conceived long before Darwin unknowingly sKoweTameans of its attainment, could not tolerate^ such
anathemaujt could destrox_th.e.6Qtire b a c l m j £ ^ £ e s s ^ £ ^ ^ | 2 ^ "sHni^ioirora Homo sapiens. That is truly the meaning of genocide.
T h T e M s ! ^ e oftwo^lntirely separate origins for the hairless
biped is not contrary to the fossil or artifactual evidence either. In
fact, both the artifactual and fossil evidence viewed objectively and
in their entirety demand different origins just as does the data derived from the genetic studies.
The advanced doctrine of political correctness, as already
noted, dates the advent of man as a twig from the chimpanzee
lineage over 4 million years ago. Accordingly, the first of our ancestors to begin the climb up this broken ladder of evolution were the
various australopithecines marked most notably by their increased
brain capacity of 500 cubic centimeters to 600 cubic centimeters instead of the measly 200 cubic centimeters to 300 cubic centimeters
of the apes. From fossil evidence, the australopithecines existed
until about 1 milhon years ago. Along about 2.5 million years ago,
some australopithecines supposedly 'jumped' into something more
advanced. With a brain of around 750 cubic centimeters, this
somewhat advanced creature was no longer considered "pithecine"
or ape, but "homo"—one of us. He was called "Homo" habilis, the
clever man, the first toolmaker.
Tiring of his lowly status, some contemporaries of "Homo" habilis purportedly 'jumped' again about 1.6 million years ago and became suddenly "Homo" erectus. He was no longer very good at
swinging through the tree tops. He had a brain of about 1000 cubic
centimeters to 1200 cubic centimeters. Being better at travel on
land, he could traverse areas where there were no trees. Either on
his own or possibly involuntarily, he left Africa. He left his fossil
and artifactual remains over Europe and Asia at least and lasted
virtually without change until about 500,000 years ago. Some
think he may have lasted longer and made it to the isolation of
outback Australia about 60,000 years ago. If so, the fact that even
his larger brain was still not all that good is suggested by the fact
that, in all that time, the Australian Aborigine never made the
connection between sexual activity and childbearing.
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Some claim that Homo sapiens evolved about 500,000 years
ago from "Homo" erectus in situ from his residences in Europe,
Asia and Africa. First he was Homo sapiens and then as he naturally got brighter, Homo sapiens sapiens. This is the theory of multicentric origins whose advocates strongly oppose the "Eve"
hypothesis.
With a brain of over 1400 cubic centimeters, larger than our
1400 cubic centimeters average, the Neanderthals, are thrown in
to complicate matters. They appeared i n Europe about 100,000
years ago. Despite an apparently rather advanced culture, they
disappeared as uniquely identifiable fossils about 35,000 years
ago. Some paleoanthropologists feel they were too ugly to invite
rape and assimilation. Others believe the more likely event that
they were simply absorbed into the larger more vigorous population of Homo sapiens.
However, to preserve the idea that modern man descended
from apes through a process of slow, though "punctuated", evolution directed by natural selection, it has been necessary to limit his
age as a species. The time of his origin had to be placed within the
span that his presumed immediate ancestor couldhave existed..
For obvious reasons, he could not be allowed to preexist his own
parents. Any artifactual evidence of the use of tools or of fire or actual fossils of Homo sapiens that antedated the appearance of
"Homo" erectus, "Homo" habilis or especially the Australopithecines would instantly convert the Dary/inian hypothesis into an
untenable myth and any application to the origin of mans would
cease to exist.
. . .
Suchjejadansa-doga,^^
and in profusion. The entire
diaspora of man as taught today is false. Though only a single
such instance is required to destroy the .approved concept^ several
will be mentioned.
Fragments of skeletal remains of modernman and of stone
tool artefacts have been uncovered in the gravels of Tertiary river
beds as a result of mining operations for gold and silver at several
sites in California. Some have been found at depths of 180 feet be.
neath a lava cap at the ends of over ahundred^feet of horizontal
drifts beneath Table Mountain in Tuolomne County, California.
These goldbearing Tertiary placer gravels were deposited over §,2^
miUiojLJ^rajgo according to potassiumargon dating of regional
andesite deposits (10).
A human vertebral segment (atlas) was unearthed from strata
dating back to the early Pliocene.(3 to S.million years ago) at
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Mount Hermosa in Argentina (11). Also in Argentina in a late Pliocene formation at Miramar, stone tools, a mammalian bone with
an arrowhead embedded i n it and a fragment of a human lower
jaw were found (11, 12, 13).
A modern woman's skull was found near Castenodolo, Italy in
a stratum dated Middle Pliocene (34million years old) (14, 15).
Mammoth bone with cut marks froin a sharp instrument and
stone tools dated 300,000 to 750,000 years old were found i n the
AnzaBorrego Desert of California (16). A vigorous review of flint
and bone tools from PlioceneEocene detritus below Red Crag, England, are "—genuine tools—whose legitimacy as products of human industry cannot in the least be challenged" (17). Also found in
the detritus beds beneath Red Crag is a carved shell, a bola stone
and pierced teeth (18, 19, 20).
Paleolithic tools, incision marks on bones by sharp instruments indicating butchering, bones deliberately broken for extraction of marrow and signs of fire pits with pieces of burned bones
were found by F. Ameghino in the Santa Crucian formation in Argentina dated as Early and Middle Miocene (1525 million,.Y£ais
ago) by Marshall, et al in 1977 (21).
In a deposit in Kenya dated at 12.5 to W^nnllion^xear^^ (22),
Louis Leakey discovered fossilized animallMneF'^^ere the bones
have been broken up, and where the damage includes excellent examples of depressed fractures of the types usually associated with
a "blunt instrument'—(and)—also a lump of lava with every appearance of having been used to smash bones" (23).
Advanced paleolithic tools were found at Shequinandah, Manitoulin Island in Lake Huron, Canada in excavations carried out
between 1951 and 1955 by Thomas E . Lee, an anthropologist at
the National Museum of Canada. The tools were bifacially chipped
and included projectile points. Four geologists dated the beds at a
minimum of 30,000 years, perhaps as old as ISOjOOOjears (24).
Since these dates do not agree with official doctnne and Lee per. sisted, he was at first ridiculed and finally hounded from his civil
service position.
The earliest fossil of a modern human found in Kenya, Africa
is a humerus identified as Homo sapiens and dated at ^ j i l i o j i ^
million years old (25, 26). The next earliest human fossil is dated
ar2.2 to 3 million years old and was found in a limestone quarry;
in Sterkfontein, South Africa in 1946. It is part of a femur "—characteristic of modem man" (27, 28).
The next earliest human fossil was dated about 1.7 to 2.0 mil40 — Liberty Bell / March 1997

lion years old, In Olduvai Gorge formations in Kenya, Louis
Leakey found a jaw and human skull fragments described as
Homo sapiens sapiens (29). Other fossils of Homo sapiens found in
Africa and dated to about the time "Homo" erectus appeared are a
talus (heel bone) (30) and a humerus (upper arm bone) (31). From
that time forward, numerous fossil and artifactual finds in Africa
and elsewhere testify to the coexistence of Homo sapiens and
"Homo" erectus until the apparent worldwide disappearance of
"Homo" erectus about 500,000 years ago.
Even the proclaimed idea that man first trod the western
hemisphere only 12,000 years ago by way of a land bridge across
the Bering Straits is refuted by a mass of evidence that had to be
ignored or ridiculed in order to support official doctrine. Recall that
Thomas E. Lee lost his job at the national Museum of Canada because he found paleoliths that contradicted the theory designated
as acceptable. But the rigid control of scientific thought may be
breaking down a little. In 1977, a U C L A archaeologist and geophysicist, Rainer Berger, found evidence on Santa Rosa Island off
Santa Barbara, California, that confirms human presence 40,000
years ago and perhaps as long as 70,000 years ago (32).
The fossil, artifactual and 'Vnolecular anthropological" evidence
are in agreement. The Darwinian hypothesis as applied to the origin of man is wrong! However, a process of continuous "evolution",
meaning change of the genotype over time by natural selection
from a lower, simpler, or worse to a higher, more complex or better
state, may occur within species to a limited extent. During his
span of existence, "Homo" erectus showed negligible change as,
over their millions of years of existence, do the shark and the land
crab.
The reverse, devolution, also occurs. The reduction of the average mental age of the Tiuman' population that has occurred over
the last century at least as a result of'unnatural' or human selection is a good example. But Darwinian processes as proclaimed do
not account for Homo sapiens as a species. Just as no living thing
can preexist its parents, Homo sapiens cannot have come into being by descent from the chimpanzee through the Australopithecines, "Homo" h a b i l i s and "Homo" erectus. JTomo s a p i e n s
pre-existed the ausiralopithecines and the pithecanthropines! The molecular evidence confirms what the complete fossil, artifactual and biological record foreshadows and logic demands.
There are two kinds of hairless bipeds on earth with totally different origins. There are two distinct species! One race of the two
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races of Homo sapiens now constitutes only about 12% of the
world's population. Long targeted, he is well on the way to extinction.
The genesis of Homo sapiens disappears into the mists of an
extremely remote past. Artifactual evidences indicative of the
presence of human beings with an advanced culture exist far into
the age of the dinosaiors. A grooved metallic sphere found in a Precambrian pyrophyllite deposit in South Africa (24) or metallic
tubes foiind in 1968 embedded in chalk 65 million years oldfroma
quarry in France (25) and others (26) only deepen the mystery.
More importantly, they demand as more and more chinks appear
in the hidebound armor of socialized mechanistic science, an open
mind. The tales that persist in folklore of advanced civilizations
deep in the past, like Atlantis, Lemuria and Mu, may indeed have
some basis in fact. After all, our present 'civilization' can date its
origins to only thousands of years ago. How many advanced civilizations, not necessarily structured in reinforced concrete, might
have come and gone without a trace over the millions of years fossils prove a human presence on earth?
But the evidence shows that something else happened in Africa. The series of pithecines ancestral to the species of hairless biped originating in Africa, is not explained. Gene sequences of the
mtDNA of those living hairless bipeds whose ancestry unequivocably leads back to Africa clearly do exist as a distinct entity. Logic
and biology defeat any idea of Darwinian descent of this creature
from the chimpanzee by a series of leaps from one proposed progenitor to the next. The ridiculous idea of "punctuated equilibrium"
must be laid to final rest.
Nevertheless, this series of creatures did exist and they existed in a hierarchical order of diminishing arboreal and increasing
bipedal adaptation along with jumps in brain size. Somewhere
along the line, probably not until the last jump, there developed
the vocal apparatus that permits the rudimentary speech of primitively modulated grunts and screeches that still characterize the
hybridized representatives of this species.
This lineage of comparatively puny pithecine creatures survived at first because it was arboreal and then, as it grew larger
and bipedal, the premium was placed on bigger brains rather than
prehensile toes and a tail. The increasing brain size allowed it to
contrive tools while its hands permitted the use of crude tools as
equalizers against stronger, faster creatures. The brain remained
fairly simple with relatively few and shallow convolutions, virtu42 — Liberty Bell / March 1997
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1 ally no frontal development, a thin cortex and p meagQt blood sup; ply- ; .
...:
"Ihe modern inheritor of this lineage is the African Negro. Un; til recently, geologically speaking, he existed in isolation in the
jungles of West Equatorial Africa. His brain at about:900 cubic
; centimeters in its pristine African.state is a little smaller than
that of his presumed immediate forebear, "Homo" erectus or, originally more correctly named, Pithecanthropus erectus. - .
;
About 8 million years ago, the Great Rift Valley-formed in
Eastern Africa as the result of tectonic forces. The Rift Valley runs
: for about 1800 miles iii a.nprtherlydirection'from near the mouth
of the Zanibezi Rive^-jn southeastern Africa^ to near.the mouth of
the Omo River at the Red Seai,The.fq
.tectonics which
formed the valley also'raised a chai^ of liigh.jciountains^separating
the easterri third qf^i^^chmaticall^ and,g^^aphica%fromthe
western.twqthirds.^All Upedal• foss^^

f^^i?^ M^^steKn sj(iftjpf,i^^^Rifi;^^ii^j(
Africa remained as hot and humid jungle while east of tfie'niq^pteins.became,dry,^^
,
^ ,.
,|
geniis Pan,_t|^^ cKimipanzee^'family.qi^^
rated. ^aePanida^^tqthe Ave^ of tlie^Rift anithglch^mpf,mountains were able tp cpntinue,their exis^ncaln' the protek^^
'^°Wt:S of a jungle. Those to ihe east ofjihfe'm
Valley wereftrceid;tp^^adapt'ix);changedc6i:idit^iQ^
die> Spptt^
tree cover ^interrupted by broa:d,areas ;pf m^ada\
coinpi'bmisedah arboreal: existenc^:]lt,pl^ce^;; tti^
competitiPii with, other'suT^^^^
siire to large •carniypres^V^' ," '. V„ .^''.x
'ti' \^'\',' That chang^
a^rather
confused arid confusing cptecti
as'f^rback
a:s the Miocene: While still cIearlyPanida^^;th;^b^t§;ai]fi^
fossilized bone suggesf; changes, oy^er millXolps.pf/years'iF^
purely bracliiating existeriee in th& J^ree^ to:^bmeibipedaiism^alo,ng
with some increase in brain size,' Up ^^'.about^|^!m^^
ago,
the antliroppid (manlike or ;7iqmirio]d*);ape,';Pan,
or
chimpanzee had not changed into a ^rie^TspisIjie^
process of eyoliitiori or adaptation to charig^d;envirpn^
tions'had not turned P^n into a ne\y^:species,^nj^^_ore^^
had
other aniinals pf th^ savannah wth;w;hich,h'e,P^^^
T,
;. About 4 million' years ago, somell^irig. ne?^. ippe'are
This was*Australopithecus,'tt^ "Sdufern Ape".,Thi^;creature^'o^
whiph .there are several yaifarits (ausiffllopithecipesl
" •
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the first of the Hominidae, the family of modern man, the genus
Homo. This was a new genus. With a cranial capacity greater than
the standard chimpanzee, the head displayed a cross between apelike and hutnanlike features while below the neck,.his physical development was much like that of a small, modern human. Other
animals of the savannah remained clearly identifiable with their
forebears over time, but this animal had juniped into something
very different. How?
'
"Pilnctiiated equilibrium" or "evolution by jerks" has been
shown to be inconsistent with logic. A reasonable explanation consistent with fact; including the nature of man and monkey, is intervention by a superior being. Homo sapiens already existed.
According tb fossil and artifactual evidence, he was already on
every continent except "\^est Equatorial Africa. The earliest fossil
of Homo sapiens found i n Africa was the fragment of humerus
from Kariapoi, Kenya. It was found in 1965 and dated at 4.0 to 4.5
millioii years old. Time^ place and opportunity seem to have coincided.
Modern man has 46 chromosomes; the modern chimpanzee
has 48. Although rumors ekist of at least trials of crossfertilization
of these two fepecies' I ani aware of neither success nor failure.
This in itself may be significant. Failure would be common knowledge, but success'would'be "disturbing. Obviously, somewhere in
the past, equaiizatiori of the rtumbers of chromosomes between
either the ancient Po'ngid lineage or the Pithecine lineage and
Homo sapiens must have existed. Regardless of the scenario, interspecies fertility has to hav4 occurred in order to give rise to the pithecines. It seems most likely to have occurred some time during
the roughly 4 million years that the antique chimpanzee was doing
some ihtraspecies evolving in his early attempts to adapt to life on
the savannahs'of East Africa.
Comthon knowledge holds that breeding across species lines
does not occur, But it does. It is fairly frequent among living
things. Sometimes the result is sterile like the mule, the offspring
of a male ass and a mare. Somfetinies the hybrid offspring is not
sterile like that of a w,olf and a coyote or a tiger and a lion.
Few researcliers agreie upon a definition of'species'. A species
is corrimonly taught to describe a jpopulation of organisms that can
at least potentially interbreed aiid that does not breed with other
pojiulatioris. A definition inbre in accord with what actually happens, iS'not sb limiting. A species is, after all, merely the result of
itian'spalssibntb.dassify in bf
what he
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sees. It is an invention of man, not of Nature. A phylogenetic concept defines a species as the smallest recognizable cluster of individuals that share a common trait and have a common pattern of
ancestry. This alone clearly differentiates Homo sapiens. As in so
many things human, universal agreement on the definition of species may never occur—or there may be many different definitions
according to the goal or branch of scientific endeavor. Yet life, with
its many variations, ignores our quibbling and simply goes on.
Following the finding of the fossil 4 to 4.5 millions years old in
Kanapoi, the fossil record of Homo sapiens in Africa remains blank
until something over 2 million years ago. A femur "characteristic of
modern man" was identified as 2.2 to 3.0 million years old (27),
This is more or less coincident with the first appearance of "Homo"
habilis (Pithecanthropus habilis), the first toolmaker, 2.5 million
years ago. He was similar to the australopithecines but had a
larger brain of 60|0 to 750 cubic centimeters
It was some 900,000 years until the next jump when "Homo"
erectus (Pithecanthropus erectus) appeared about 1.6 million
years ago. He'stood 5 to 6 feet tall and had a cranial capacity of
1000 to 1200 cubic centimeters, nearing the 1450 cubic centimeters average of Homo sapiens. Like his forebears, his fossil bones
show that he closely resembled modern humans except for his
head with its sloping forehead, massive brow ridges, large Jiaws
and teeth, prognathism and a steeply receding chin. , ,
And again after a blank period, fossil remains of Homo sapiens
roughly coincident in time with the appearance of "Homo" erectus
were found in Africa. This is the socalled "Kanam Ja\v" discovered
by,Louis,,Leakey and dated to the Early Pleistocene about 1.7 to
2.0 million years ago (29). From that time onward, the finding in
Africa of fossils identifiable as Homo sapiens has been less unusual.
This little scenario suggests, though by no means proves, that
Homo sapiens first entered the Rift Valley about 4 to 4.5 million
years ago and then left—or died out in Africa-r-only to return on
two separate occasions 2.02.3 million years ago and again 1.7 million years ago, thence to remain. Of course, he may have remained
steadily in the Rift Valley from even before 4.5 million years ago to
date. But it seems more than mere coincidence that Homo sapiens
was i n the Rift Valley in the three eras in which significant
"^umps" in the characteristics of the indigenous populations of pithecines occurred. The explanation that the Australopithecines,
"Homo" habilis and "Homo" erectus are the result, over perhaps
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thousands of years of interventions by Homo sapiens fits. Most
hkely, the intervention was as simple as miscegenation or it could
have been complex as some sophisticated means that we cannot
yet conceive. "Punctuated equilibrium", however cannot be the explanation.
As far back as about one million years ago, "Homo" erectus
was not just i n Africa, but his fossil remains and artifacts have
been found in Europe, Asia and Java. He and Homo sapiens coexisted outside of Africa for at least 500,000 years and perhaps
longer. The origin and character of this temporal relationship between Homo sapiens and a similar bipedal creature with a primitive brain lacking development of the frontal lobes is speculative.
Not just brain size, but increased area, cellularity and thickness of
the cerebral cortex due in part to more and deeper sulci and also to
development of the frontal lobes, all dependent upon an abundant
blood supply, are related to creativity and required in the development of the social cooperation that engenders civihzation. "Homo"
erectus lacked these attributes.
It seems probable, therefore, that Homo sapiens was the controlling element in any relationship of continuing contact between
the two species as is modern man with his pets. It is possible that
Homo sapiens was responsible for the diaspora of "Homo" erectus
from Africa. It is also more than likely that Homo sapiens was responsible for the disappearance of "Homo" erectus from Africa,
Europe and Australasia.
If "Homo" erectus, as a primitive species, multiplied indiscriminately and became a serious problem, it surely would have
been within the capability of Homo sapiens to hunt him down and
remove him. Lacking significant development of the frontal lobes
of the brain, this creature would have been incapable of moral sensibility. Probably, he was an extremely violent creature, even to
his own kind. Today, he would be called a violent criminal. He certainly would have had no capacity to recognize that he was an artificial creature, the end result of a series of interventions by a
superior intellect or even miscegenations between his pithecine
progenitors and Homo sapiens. Nor would he have had the capacity to realize that his distant relatives were the chimpanzees of the
savannahs of eastern Africa. Nor would he have been able to understand that his chimpanzee ancestors certainly would have been
exterminated by predators had the lineage not been saved by intervention.
His removal could have been undertaken by primordial Homo
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sapiens for abstract as well as practical reasons. The dangers of
the perpetuation of a very different species capable of senseless
violence may have been recognized and lent necessity to the gradual extermination of this unnatural creature.
A few Pithecanthropines may have survived, As already noted,
some anthropologists consider that the Australian aborigine is a
remnant that was isolated in the outback of this isolated continent
60,000 years ago. Other remnants could still survive as the occasionally glimpsed, almost mythical creatures like Sasquatch and
theYeti.
Others may have found refuge in the isolation of the lush jungles of Western Equatorial Africa where Homo sapiens, more
adapted to drier, more Cool climates did not go. Here, because of
ease of living and abundant food for the taking, Pithecanthropine
erectus may be represented today by the West African Negro.
Some devolution due to the lesser demands of his jungle habitat
may account for the smaller brain (about 900 cubic centimeters) of
the pure West African Negro. Another alternative for the genesis
of this modern species of African could have been hybridization between "Homo" erectus and "Homo" habilis. This also could account
for the smaller brain.
Whatever may be the origin of the West African jungle negro,
whether he is a devolved Pithecanthropus erectus or a compound
hybrid resulting from miscegenation between Pithecanthropus
habilis and Pithecanthropus erectus, he is not Homo sapiens. He
is not mankind. To be scientifically correct, he should be
termed Pithecanthropus niger and his forebears. Pithecanthropus erectus and Pithecanthropus habilis.
After the disappearance of Pithecanthropus erectus some
500,000 years ago, Homo sapiens pursued his gradual cultural and
genetic evolution in Europe, Asia and the Americas. Interpopulational gene flow, influenced by chmate and prolonged periods of
glaciation, was certainly minimal for thousands of years. This genetic separation of segments of the Homo sapiens population explains the differentiation over geologic time into the large racial
divisions of Caucasoids and the Mongoloids that exist today. Even
though made untenable by numerous fossil and artifactual finds,
modern anthropology continues to teach with a vengeance that
Homo sapiens first invaded the Americas only 12,000 to 15,000
years ago by way of the Bering Straits land bridge and a corridor
in Alaska and Canada through retreating glacial ice. Certainly
this immigration to the Americas occurred but just as certainly
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Homo sapiens was already here. And certainly the two races of
Homo sapiens interbred.
In Europe, a somewhat anomalous creature, the Neanderthal,
existed between about 100,000 and 35,000 years ago. With a robust, heavilymuscled body and heavy brow ridges and a brain that
was somewhat larger than the average for Homo sapiens, he had a
toolmaking culture equivalent to that of his more gracile contemporary. His origins and fate are controversial. That he arose as a
variant Homo sapiens, developing his distinctive features because
of his northern European habitat and then, driven south by increasing glaciation, he merged into existing populations of Homo
sapiens seems the most probable scenario. This is essentially the
view of Milford Wolpoff of the University of Michigan and others
(5). I think we all have seen heavilybuilt individuals with prominent brow ridges and big noses who attest to the persistence of
this genetic strain. Other anthropologists, however, believe Homo'
Neanderthalensis disappeared without a trace.
Until about 13,000 years ago, the African negro. Pithecanthropus niger, pursued undisturbed his unchanging primitive, hunterscavengergatherer life style. Until then, Africa was the home of
Africans only (33). In the equatorial jungles , protected by desert to
the north, high mountains and possibly hostile somewhat more advanced possibly hybrid creatures to the east, dry savannah and desert to the south and the sea they never conquered to the west, the
African Negro eked out a precarious existence in primitive and violent squalor. Left to his own, it seems likely that he would by now
have drifted quietly into extinction as much from his innate violence and cruelty as anything else.
But this was not to be. Slavery has existed probably as long as
marTSnSrT^ presence^of "Homo" erectus in Europe and Australasia some million years ago could mean that he was actively
exported from Africa as a useful animal by Homo sapiens. As far
back as recorded history can take us, the losers of confrontations
between groups, even of Homo sapiens, were either killed or enslaved.
But Homo japiens make poor slaves. They are rebellious and
too apt to turnthe^taBles on their masters. Theydo not take well
'to slavery even finding dea£h]pa-eferable. The Spanish Conquistadores learneHThis after somefifteenpillion Homo sapiens ijvdigenous to the Americas died at their hands. At the urging of
"^ther Bartoloine He las Casas ajna~wi"EirTapal sanction, the importation of West African negroes to the Americas was begun. Al48 — Liberty Bell/March
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ready used for thousands of years elsewhere as slaves, they were
manageable as long as their deficiencies were recognized, durable
and, besides, they had no souls. They were not human according to
the more objective Papal and social acute perceptions honesties allowable in that day.
So, sometime after about 13,000 years ago when the peripatetic culture of Homo sapiens began to settle into a more geographically stable mode, the exportation of the African negro for
use as a menial slave began. This was—and is—a tragedy.
It is a tragedy, but not because the negro was used as a slave.
The negroes exported were slaves in Africa rounded up and sold by
negroes. Their condition as slaves away from Africa are and always have been incalculably better than their plight in Africa under negro slavemasters. The real tragedy is that the two species,
so different beyond their naked bipedal status, can interbreed and
produce fertile offspring. The hybrid result of such miscegenation
can never be, no matter how far removed, free of the African taint.
This is only too evident in ithe primitive squalor of the rhultitudes
of hybridized'populations that pollute the earth at an exponential
rate. Miscegenation is the most egregious crime against Nature
that mankind can commit. By it, he destroys forever that which
Nature created.
Only a few years ago, miscegenation was against the laws and
taboos of Caucasian civilization. Yet today, the Illuminati-controlled media promote and encourage this crime by every possible
means. This control reaches into academia, all branches of science
and the entire educational system. This control is not new. Born of
the elite long ago, it is an octopus.
It can be seen only al^^^elTBerate act that fossil and artifactual evidence that establishes that Homo sapiens preexisted the
ancestors "political correctness" would force us to accept as ours, is
ignored and covered up. The fossil and artifactual evidence, confirmed by evidence derived from "molecular anthropology" when
viewed objectively, establishes incontestably that there are two
species of hairless bipeds with entirely separate origins on earth.
Darwinian evolution as used today cannot describe the origin of
Homo sapiens.
The apparent involvement of the Carnegie Institution and
Rockefeller Foundation in this deception (34) gives a clue to the
underlying agenda which dates back over 2000 years. Once called
a conspiracy, it is no longer. It is in the open. The Illuminati and
the world bankers are confidenttheyliave, at long last, won their
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secret war.
Today, it is called the "New World Order". Tomorrow, the
whispered word will be "slavery". Homo sapiens does not take
well—^nor long—^to slavery. He is, and always will be—and as long
as he exists—a danger to the ruling elite, most if not all of whom
also are hybrids. This might explain their hatred and selfsequestration. Homo sapiens must go.
There is a proved method of genocide that, though it takes
time, always works. It is a method whose effectiveness increases
exponentially as it is applied. It has been occurring at an explosive
rate for the last 3000 years or more. It cannot miss! It is miscegenation. In the bodies of the progeny of such a union, miscegenation
hides a genetic parasite that can never be removed. Always it is
there, passed to each succeeding generation. And the saddest
words that ever were, 'what might have been', are imposed upon
each afflicted generation forever. Each is condemned to be less
than it might have been.
As an implement of genocide, it may have been recognized and
deliberately used by the Illuminati since the first century of the
current era. They are patient.
Miscegenation with Pithecanthropus niger is being used to destroy Homo sapiens and his civilization just as it destroyed the
Egypt of the Pharaohs long ago. For all of recorded human history,
what is termed "interracial" breeding or miscegenation, has been a
taboo, tragically, as in Egypt, often broken. Until just a few decades ago, it was illegal in most civilized nations. Only recently has
official approval been openly advocated. Now, most of the media
encourage and display this interspecies sexual obscenity.
During the Upper Paleolithic Era (30,000 to 5,000 B.C.E),
Europe and Northwest Africa were occupied by Homo sapiens sapiens (Cromagnon man) whose features are now found most frequently in Ireland and the North Sea nations such as Norway (33).
They, blond and blueeyed, were the early Pharaohs who created
the glorious days of Ancient Egypt. The "Nubians" (black Africans
from south of the Sahara) during these times were imported and
used as slaves. The reign of Pharaoh Amenhoteph III was the zenith of the Egyptian civilization (35). It ended 1357 B.C.E.
Over the millennia, a burgeoning flood of blacks from subSaharan Africa has caused the population of Egypt to become increasingly darker, and their brains to become smaller (36). Egypt
is the most obvious, once phenomenally great civilized nation, to
be laid supine in Third World status, its ancient glory buried be50 —
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neath a sea of mud. The social disorder and environmental destruction rampant in Hispanic America also is attributable to the
'taint of black' in the once advanced indigenous populations. TAKE
HEED!
One cannot help but wonder. Does the chapter. Genesis, of the
Judeo-Christian Bible have some basis in fact? Is it simply misinterpreted? Was the original sin of mankind his act of intervention,
however performed, that preserved the genome of the doomed East
African Pongid giving it survival as a new lineage with which hybridization is possible? Could he have punished,himself and decreed his own destruction by his failure to have recognized that
this creature is a chimera? Was Adam seduced by the plight of a
cute little furry Eve trembling with Pongine passion on the |)ranch
of a tree in an East African Eden fourandahalf million years ago?
Did he beam "Eve" up to his ship for alterations or did he succumb
to her sexual invitation? The longago scenario had to have been
one of these.
Or was h^s crime, not his original sexual tampering with Nature, but his failure to have corrected his error? The elimination of
Pithecanthropus erectus from most of the world was a good beginning, but a job undone is a job never begun, Something unnatural
and terribly destructive remained sequestered in the equatorial
jungles of West Africa, Through continued miscegenation, this chimera has gained the semblance of man and is now poised to be
used to complete the destruction of its wayward creator.
Is mankind's loss of the will to do what is necessary to preserve himself and all things of the living earth perhaps his greatest crime?
•
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AFROCENTRIC "EDUCATIOlSr'
by
Mcyor D.V. Clerkin

To teach that men have wings and can fly sounds ridiculous to
the average white person, but this sort of nonsense is what might
be expected of a race of people that never developed a wheel, a sail,
an incline plane, a pulley, or a written language. Before you laugh
it off, the Milwaukee Schools have black immersion courses which
teach just this mythology as F A C T . The ancient Egyptians, the
story goes, were a l l black —and they could fly— they were
equipped with wings. The Pyramids were built by these flying
black Egyptians, the huge blocks of stone lifted up and into place
by teams of flying spooks. Then along came the Europeans from
Greece, and seeing the elegant flying spooks, became envious; consequently, the white men shot the flying spooks down with arrows.
On top of that, the evil white men proceeded to steal all the knowledge from the black Egyptians concerning the ability to erect a
civilization, enslaving them in the process. Where was this knowledge, stored? Why of course in the Library of Alexandria. Now the
Library of Alexandria was named after Alexander the Great, who
lived from 356 B.C. to 323 B.C.So the Library of Alexandria in
northern Egypt had to be built after the death of Alexander the
Great. After all, it was built in a city named after Alexander, and
Alexandria could not have existed before 356 B.C. and in fact was
established in 332 B.C. by Alexander the Great himself Remember now that the Afrocentrics claim that the Greeks stole all the
knowledge of black Egypt from the Library of Alexandria, though
the first Greek philosopher / scientist was Thales of Miletusin Asia
Minor, who died circa 546 B.C. There was Anaximander of the
Miletus school and Anaximenes, a younger associate of Anaximander; there was the School of Pythagoras; Heraclitus the Ephesian;
Parmenides, Zeno and Empedocles; Anaxagoras and the Atomists.
A l l of these aforementioned WHITE, A R Y A N philosophers and scientists were known as Cosmologistsbecause their interest lay in
the study of the Cosmos, the earth, what it is made of and they
lived and died centuries before the erection of the Library of Alexandria. The Sophists, the pre-Socratic philosophers, Socrates,
Plato and Aristotle, all lived and died before the founding of the L i brary of Alexandria.
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imeiiWhat'Fredei»Q3of/lbgtoif;S;ar7B£iys^
GP PHILOSOPHY; Vol,-I,--Gr6ece 'ahd'oRome^ [TheWe-wman: Weks;
Westrainsteri Maryland, 1963], pages 14-15:''.:.the question may
be raised whether or not Greek philosophy was due to Oriental influences, whether, for instance, it was borrowed from Babylon or
Egypt." This view has been maintained, but has had to be abandoned. The Greek philosophers and writers knew nothingof it —
even Herodotus, who was so eager to run his pet theory as to the
Egyptian origins of Greek religion and civilization.— and the Oriental-origin theory is due mainly to Alexandrian writers, from
whom it was taken over by Christian apologists. The Egyptians of
Hellenistic times (the late Classical Age - Editor), for iiistance, i n terpreted their myths according to the ideas of Greek philosoph'y,
and then asserted that their myths were the origin of the: Greek
philosophy. But this is siroply'ah instancejof allegorising on the
part of the Alexandrians; it-has normore,objective value than the
Jewish notion that Plato,drew his wisdom from the Old Testament... That the Egyptians had a philosophy to communicate has
never been Shown, and it is out of the. question to suppose that
Greek philosophy came from India or from China."
So we have it on authority that not only was Greek science
and philosophy not borrowed or stolen from the Egyptians, but not
stolen from anyone else as well. The fact of history concerning ancient Egypt is that there were Egyptians and their slaves, a subSaharan Negroid people whom the Rornans ideiltified as the
Nubians. The ancient Egyptians were an Hamitic people, sunbronzed but not black. Egypt today is somewhat'black'because.of
miscegenation over the centuries, especially since the rise of Islam,
a faith which does not stress race. But i t i s certain that the people
who designed and built the Pyramids were not a black people.
Afrocentrics claim that Cleopatra was a black,woman. Also
Hannibal [who was a Carthaginian, thus a descendant of the Semitic Phoenicians] is claimed by the Afrocentrics to have been
black. Cleopatra was a Ptolemy, a descendant of the Macedonian
general whom Alexander the Great left in charge of Egypt. As an
Egyptian royal, the line of Cleopatra would not have been permitted to mix with Nubian slaves. Both Julius Caesar and Marcus
Antonius had affairs with Cleopatra, Caesar giving her a son, Caesarion, and inviting her to come to Rome with their son [which angered the Roman Senate, fearing that Caesar if made a king would
have Cleopatra as his queen]; and Antonius fought at her side
against Octavian at Actium in 31 B.C. for control of the entire RoLlberty Bell /March 1997 — '55

man world. Would either of these two foremost men of Rome have
risked so much for a colored girl? As for Hannibal, well, there are
extant busts of this Carthaginian general sculpted by the Romans
at the time of his threat to the Roman state. Certainly Hannibal
was no black man. The Egyptiansfromthe Old Kingdom and the
building of the Pyramids to the time of Cleopatra were definitely
not a Negroid people. No Negroid people anywhere in the world
has ever accomplished anj^hing beyond bare racial survival, and
in Africa there is nothing below the Sahara Desert denoting any
sort of civilization until the coming of either the Arabs or the Europeans later. Yet the Afrocentrics teach black children that once
upon a time they could fly. We Aryan racialists, as mean as we are
supposed to be, would not ever teach anyone fairy tales as facts. A
few months ago I talked over the telephone with a high school
class in Ohio. During the symposium a young girl of mixed race
challenged me to prove that the prominent men of the ancient
world were not all black.I said that we have statues and busts of
Caesar, Augustus, Cicero, Cato, Demosthenes, Plato, Aristotle and
Socrates; we know what they looked like. Her response to this was
'Oh, those statues are probably faked!' Why? I asked her. Because
the racists of those times did not want the black people to know
their own greatness. Who told you these things? I responded. 'My
church teaches us history lessons in Sunday School.' The black
race is still childlike. It will belieye whatever promotes itself, no
matter how illogical.
My purpose in doing this article is twofold, (1) to teach a history lesson to young Aryans who have never been taught the history of the world; and (2) to warn young Aryans that mixing with
these childlike blacks is a path toward the destruction of the white
race and all it has conceived, all it will ever accomplish. Even the
best of the blacks are not fit to consort with, for they can only be
what they are, and have been, a backward race without a history of
their own, forced to steal the histopy of the white man and proclaim such idiocies as their birthright. I would imagine that some
black crackheads come to believe in their stupors that indeed they
have wings and can fly.
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K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL RINGING!
Please remember: Our Fight is Your fight! Donate whatever you
can spare on a reguiar-monthly or quarterly-basis. Whether it Is
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and
will be used in our common struggle. If you are a businessman,
postage stamps in any denomination are a legitimate business exp e n s e - a n d we need and use many of these here every m o n t h and will be gratefully accepted as donations .
Your donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Sun/ival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet know
what is in store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most importantly, our
reprints of revealing articles which are ideally suited for mass dis
tributlon at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Beil for
distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and relatives, urging
them to subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are
shown on the Inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along your copy of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
alien domination, even If you can only Join our ranks in spirit. You
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms
of bequests which you may include in your l_ast Will and Testament:
1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ , . .
for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following,
described property
for general purposes.
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